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1981-84 UNI Alphab•tical Rost•r 
Name Weight Class Exp. Hometown/High School 
Anderson, Marty 126 FR Clarion, IA/Clarion H.S. 
Bellig,John 142 JR TR Bettendorf, IA/Bettendoft H.S. 
Bossard, Dave 190 FR Clarion, IA/Clarion H.S. 
Carman, Keith 150 JR VNL Lime Springs IA/Cresco H.S. 
Carroll, Chris 158 JR NVE Osage, IA/Osage H.S. 
Castro, Jeff 134 FR Bettendoft, IA/Bettendoft H.S. 
Clutter, Jeff 150 FR Patterson, IA/Winterset H.S. 
Cobb, Dion 167 SR 3VL Des Moines, IA/Dowling H.S. 
Cocco, Paul 158 so VNL Worth, IL/Worth H.S. 
Cox, Bruce 134 FR TR West Union, IA/West Union H.S. 
Crees, David HWT FR RS Waterloo, IA/West Waterloo H.S. 
DeBolt, Dennis 190 FR Dubuque, IA/Hempstead H.S. 
Deutsch, Todd 150 JR NVE Columbia City, IN/Columbia City H.S. 
Enrietto, Jeff 177 FR Fort Wayne, IN/Homestead H.S. 
Grant, Dave 158 JR TR Lexington, KY/Tates Creek H.S. 
Greiner, Mike 158 so Sigourney, IA/Sigourney H.S. 
Gribben, Joe 134 FR RS Mason City, IA/Mason City H.S. 
Grieves, Chad 142 so NVL Eldridge, IA/North Scott H.S. 
Hallman, Bob 118 SR 3VL Urbandale, IA/Dowling H.S. 
Huff, Dan 158 FR Waterloo, IA/West Waterloo H.S. 
Hutcherson, Ron 134 so RS Warsaw, IN/Warsaw H.S. 
Johnson, Charles 177 FR Davenport, IA/Davenport Central 
Kellogg, · Jerry 134 so NVE Sioux City, IA/Sioux City North 
Kelly, Dan 150 so Dubuque, IA/Wahlert H.S. 
Kreimeyer, Paul 126 JR 1VL Wilton, IA/Wilton H.S. 
Kriebs, John HWT SR 3VL Dubuque, IA/Wahlert H.S. 
Leonard, Scott 190 FR RS Granger, IA/Granger H.S. 
Llewellyn, Jay 158 SR 3VL Cedar Falls, IA/Cedar Falls H.S. 
Llewellyn, Mike 177 FR Cedar Falls, IA/Cedar Falls H.S. 
Love, Blake 134 so NVE Cedar Falls, IA/Cedar Falls H.S. 
Massey, Keith 142 FR Council Bluffs, IA/Lewis Central 
Montgomery, Leon 142 FR Waterloo, IA/Columbus H.S. 
Morkel, David 134 SR 2VL Waterloo, IA/Waterloo West H.S. 
Morningstar, Scott 142 JR 2VL Lisbon, IA/Lisbon H.S. 
Pickford, Pat 126 so Ft. Madison, IA/Fort Madison H.S. 
Ruebel, Rick 150 SR NVL Grundy Center, IA/Grundy Center H.S. 
Schwab, Mike 118 FR Osage, IA/Osage H.S. 
Shaffer, Larry 134 FR RS West Des Moines, IA/Valley H.S. 
Shedenhelm, Kurt 142 FR Belle Plaine, IA/Belle Plaine H.S. 
Sondgeroth, Lewis 142 JR TR Aurora, CO/Aurora Central H.S. 
Stumberg, Doug 142 FR Grundy Center, IA/Grundy Center H.S. 
Summitt, Perry 118 FR Bloomington, IN/Bloomington North H.S. 
Thompson, Randy 177 so NVE Lake Mills, IA/Lake Mills H.S. 
Waddell, Brian 126 FR RS Bettendorf, IA/Bettendorf H.S. 
Weatherman, Jeff 177 FR RS Cambridge, IA/Cambridge H.S. 
Coaching Staff 
Head Coach: Don Briggs (17-3, 1 YR) Student Assistants: Shawn Hall 
Assistant Coaches: Jim Miller Randy Majors 
Keith Mourlam Al Price 
Efonda Sproles 
Experience: #VL - Number of Varsity Letters; NVE - No Varsity Experience; TR - Transfer, RS - Redshirt; NVL -
Varsity Experience, Non Letterwinner. 
--~~19_8_1_·_84~S_ch_•_d_u_l•~~--I _I ~~~-Q_u_ic_k_F_a_cts~~~--
Nov. 19 Minnesota Quad Minneapolis, MN 4:00 
Nov. 26 Northern Open Madison, WI 10:00 
Nov. 29 Wisconsin Madison, WI 7:30 
Dec. 2 CLEVELAND STATE CEDAR FALLS, IA 7:30 
Dec. 3 UNI OPEN CEDAR FALLS, IA 10:00 
Dec. 10 SOUTHERN ILLINOIS CEDAR FALLS, IA 7:30 
(Edwardsville) 
Dec. 17 Iowa Iowa City, IA 7:30 
Dec. 29-30 Midwest Championships Ames, IA 10:00 
Jan. 1 NEW MEXICO CEDAR FALLS, IA 11 :00 
Jan. ·3 OKLAHOMA STATE CEDAR FALLS, IA 7:30 
Jan. 10 Oklahoma Norman, OK 7:30 
_ .. Jan. 13 MINNESOTA CEDAR FALLS, IA 7:30 
Jan. 14 LEHIGH CEDAR FALLS, IA 7:30 
Jan. 16 Augustana Sioux Falls, SD 3:00 
Jan. 16 South Dakota State Brookings, SD 7:30 
Jan. 21 WISCONSIN CEDAR FALLS, IA 7:30 
. Jan. 22 MISSOURI CEDAR FALLS, IA 2:30 
Jan. 28 IOWA STATE* CEDAR FALLS, IA 7:30 
Feb. 3 Minnesota Minneapolis, MN 7:30 
Feb. 7 DRAKE CEDAR FALLS, IA 7:30 
Feb. 11 MICHIGAN STATE CEDAR FALLS, IA 2.30 
Feb. 18 NEBRASKA CEDAR FALLS, IA 2:30 
Feb. 24-25 NCAA West Regionals Terre Haute, IN 
Mar. 8-10 NCAA National Meet Meadowlands, NJ 
("UNI-Dome, all other home meets held in West Gym) 
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Purple & Gold 
UNI West Gymnasium (3,500) 
UNI-Dome (7,200 - Wrestling) 
Division I 
Association of Mid-Continent Universities 
Dr. Constantine Curris 
Nancy Justis 
(319) 273-6354 (Office) 
(319) 277-3631 (Home) 
Cov•ring th• Panth•rs 
Press Box: Press facilities in the West Gymnasium are extremely 
limited. Only working media are allowed access to the Press Box. 
The Press Box is located on the south side of the arena, concourse 
level. Parking at the West Gym is limited. 
Media covering events in the UNI-Dome will be located at floor 
level on the east side of the mat. Parking for the working media is in 
the west lot of the Physical Education Center, directly north of the 
UNI-Dome. 
Photographers: Photographers will be issued cre~entials allowing 
them matside and access to Press Row. 
Services Provided: Printed programs, starting lineups, and other 
pre-meet information will be provided. Individual match and scoring 
summaries are provided at the conclusion of every meet. 
Cr•dits 
Editor . . ... . . ..... ... .. ....................... Jim Husbands 
Production . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . ............... Beth Conrad LaVelle 
Composition ........ . .... . . Phototype America, Cedar Falls, IA 
Printing . ...... . .. .. . .. . . Julin Printing Company, Monticello, IA 
Photography ....................................... . Bill Witt 
On the Cover: the Nucleus of the 1983-84 Panthers. 
Left to right: Letterwinners Bob Hallman, Paul Kreimeyer (kneeling, 
front) , Jay Llewellyn (back) , John Kriebs, Dave Morkel, Scott Morn-
ingstar, Dion Cobb. 
1981·84 Panth•r Outlook ] 
Coach Don Briggs is almost surprised at himself as he 
looks forward to the 1983-84 wrestling season at the Univer-
sity of Northern Iowa. He finds he's as eager for the season to 
begin as he was last year - possibly more so, he-says. Last 
year it was a new challenge for Briggs when he took over as 
head coach after serving as assistant for the final seven years 
of an 18-year regime in which teams coached by Chuck 
Patten won 218 dual meets and two NCAA Division II titles. 
Briggs' first season as head coach was a successful one, a 
17-3 dual meet record. But the Panthers still have the chal-
lenge before them to get out of the rut. They have finished 
10th in the NCAA Division I Tournament two years in a row, 
and they feel it is time to move up. 
Briggs' first season as head coach resulted in the crowning 
of two of his wrestlers with All-American honors. Heavyweight 
John Kriebs of Dubuque, who placed fifth in the NCAA, 
returns as a wheel horse of this year's squad. 
The Panthers, however, suffered some substantial losses 
by graduation, starting with 126-pound, third-place finisher 
Randy Majors. Gene Luttrell , 150 pounds, and Efonda 
Sproles, 167, also completed their eligibility while Mark John-
son, 190, did not report for the squad this year. It's a formida-
ble group. Luttrell and Sproles are both former Division II All-
Americans. It took a 1983 NCAA runner-up-to-be to eliminate 
2 
each from last year's national tournament. Luttrell lost to Rick 
Monday of Oklahoma State, while Sproles was conquered in 
a close match by Duane Goldman of Iowa. Johnson was 
eliminated from the NCAA Tournament last March by none 
other than the national champion-to-be, Ed Banach of Iowa. 
Capable people are on hand to step in for each of the 
departed stars. In fact, some battles for jobs on the squad are 
among the anticipations that lift Briggs' enthusiasm to its 
current heights. 
Beyond that is the promise of one of the Panthers' all-time 
best schedules with such teams of NCAA runner-up 
Oklahoma State and third-place finisher Iowa State compet-
ing on the mat in Cedar Falls, along with Eastern power 
Lehigh; Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan State of the Big 
Ten; Missouri and Nebrasl<a of the Big Eight and Drake 
University, among others. Orie of the others is an 11 a.m. 
meeting on New Year's Day, January 1, against the Univer-
sity of New Mexico team coached by former UNI national 
champion, Bill Dotson. 
The Panthers wrestle defending national champion Iowa 
on the road this year, as well as another of the Big Eight mat 
powers, the University of Oklahoma. 
Wrestlers with three state high school championships 
between them are the leading candidates to succeed Majors 
at 126 pounds. Both Pat Pickford of Fort Madison, who won a 
state high school title as a junior and later copped a national 
freestyle championship, and two-time state high school 
champion, Paul Kreimeyer of Wilton, have wrestled a little at 
both 118 and 126 for the Panthers, previously. Pickford, who 
started his collegiate career at the University of Wisconsin, is 
a sophomore and Kreimeyer is a junior. 
One of the more interesting individual battles on the squad 
could occur at 142 pounds where Luttrell held fourth last year. 
Ironically, it may go to the loser of the trials between Scott 
Morningstar and Lou Sondgeroth. Morningstar came to UNI 
three years ago out of Lisbon High School with a 114-1-1 prep 
mark, and he had just become only the third Iowa high school 
wrestler to win four straight state championships. He was the 
regular last year at 142 pounds, but Sondgeroth's experience 
and mat background give him a chance to win that spot from 
Morningstar this season. Sondgeroth, like Morningstar, a 
junior, competed two years at the University of Colorado 
which has dropped its wrestling program. Since then, he's 
served four years in the Marines and became a World-Class 
freestyle wrestler. A native of Aurora, Colorado, he was sec-
ond at 149.5 pounds in the trials this year for the United 
States' Pan-American Games freestyle team. Probably the 
loser of the trials between Morningstar and Sondgeroth at 
142 pounds will claim the 150-pound spot. 
Talented newcomers will fill the 177 and 190-pound slots 
. ·vacated by Sproles and Johnson, Briggs predicts. 
The top contenders at 177 appear to be second-year 
freshman, Jeff Weatherman of Cambridge, and sophomore, 
Randy Thompson of Lake Mills. Weatherman's background 
includes second and third-place state high school finishes, a 
championship of the Central Junior Tournament at Madison, 
Wisconsin, and a fourth-place finish in the National Junior 
Freestyle meet. Thompson, a UNI sophomore, was a three-
time qualifier for the state tournament and also placed third in 
the national freestyle. 
Scott Leonard, a second-year freshman from Granger, 
placed fourth in the state high school meet as a senior and is 
seen as a top challenger for the Panthers' job at 190 pounds 
this season. 
The remainder of the Panther lineup will include five 
seniors, four of whom won 112 matches between them last 
year when Briggs' first team equalled a school record by 
winning 17 duals. 
But don't bet on it. 
Kriebs of Dubuql.\e. who was 26-11 last year with 15 falls, 
seems a cinch at heavyweight. Bob Hallman (29-12-1) with 
nine falls should hold the 118-pound job again. He's from 
Urbandale. Dave Markel of Waterloo (23-12) figures to be 
back at 134 pounds, though he'll have to put down a chal-
lenge from Joe Gribben of Mason City, a redshirted fresh-
man. 
But the 1982-83 team's top winner, Jay Llewellyn of Cedar 
Falls, who was 34-9-1 a year ago, has a battle on his hands. 
Dion Cobb, who placed fourth in the NCAA meet in 1981 and 
sat out last season, has returned for his senior year and plans 
to move up in the lineup from 158 to 167, where Llewellyn 
held fourth last year. If Cobb makes it at 167, Llewellyn will 
have to cut to 158 and face an equally stern test in University 
of Kentucky transfer, Dave Grant. 
Grant, a native of Lexington, Kentucky, transferred to UNI 
with immediate eligibility as a junior when the Wildcats cut 
their wrestling program, and he:s well known to UNI fans. 
Grant, who was wrestled in the NCAA meet for Kentucky, was 
the only Wildcat winner a year ago when UNI defeated Ken-
tucky 41-3 in a dual meet. He had a 28-10-2 mark at Kentucky 
and defeated Northern Iowa freshman, Paul Cocco, 8-4 in the 
dual. 
Cobb, of Des Moines, one of the three former Dowling High 
wrestlers vying for jobs on this year's Panther mat team, has a 
70-29-1 career record and is one of the three UNI seniors with 
shots at 100 career victories this season. 
Both Hallman and Llewellyn have won 73 matches going 
into 1983-84. 
The UNI mat program, close to the top of the nation, 
continues to grow and, this year for the first time, three full-
time coaches will be working with the squad. 
Briggs will be assisted by Jim Miller, a former UNI Division 
II national champion with an outstanding record as a high 
school coach at Riceville and Charles City, and Keith 
Mourlam, a former University of Iowa All-American. Miller is a 
graduate of Patten's high school alma mater, East Waterloo 
High, while Mourlam, who was Briggs' only full-time assistant 
last year, is from Webster City. ~ 
"Our goal this season is to improve on last year's 1 Oth-
place finish at the NCAA's," said Briggs. "To do that, we need 
to have our seniors set an example and show our younger 
wrestlers what's necessary in the way of hard work and 
sacrifice. Hallman, Cobb, Llewellyn and Kriebs all know what 
it takes to get to the NCAA's and, if we are going to achieve 
our goal, they will have to show the way." 
Russ Smith is the Dean of Iowa 
wrestling writers, having covered the 
sport on all levels for the past forty 
years. A 1946 graduate of UNI and a 
native of Waterloo, Smith began his 
journalism career with the Waterloo 
Courier in 1949. He was named 
Sports Editor in 1966 and this past 
summer was named Executive 
Sports Editor. During his 34 year 
career, he has covered over 30 Iowa 
State High School Wrestling Tourna-
ments, been to the NCAA Championships every year since 
1958 and has covered wrestling at three Olympics - Mexico 
City (1968), Munich (1972), Montreal (1976). He was awarded 
the first "Bob Dellinger A"ward" in 1963 by THE AMATEUR 




After registering one of the most 
successful seasons in the history of 
UNI wrestling, Don Briggs will enter 
his second season as head coach 
looking to improve his 17-3 record 
and a 10th place finish in the NCAAs. 
After serving seven seasons as 
an assistant to Chuck Patten, Don 
was named head coach upon Pat-
ten's retirement. Don joined the UNI 
staff in 1973 as a Graduate Assistant 
while completing work on his M.A. 
degree in PE. The following season, 
he was named assistant coach. As 
the assistant, he was responsible for 
both on-mat coaching and recruit-
ing. His efforts have paid off well with 
B Panthers winning NCAA Div. II 
titles and 8 more earning NCAA Div. I 
All American honors. 
A native of Cedar Rapids and a 
graduate of Jefferson High School, 
he wrestled collegiately at the Uni-
versity of Iowa. He earned All Big 10' 
honors at 134 three times and was 
voted team captain his senior year. 
After graduating with a B.A. in PE, he 
served a year as an assistant coach 
at Cedar Rapids ' Prairie High 
School. 
An avid hunter and fisherman, he 
also lists skydiving as a favorite past-
time and along with his wife Diana, 
has logged over 900 jumps. 
When asked to evaluate his first 
year as head coach, Briggs said, " I 
was very pleased with the results of 
my first year. I had a great group of 
people, who worked hard and 
wanted to do their best. Tying the 
school record of 17 wins will be a 
hard act to follow, but I feel we can 
make great improvements on our 
10th place finish at the NCAA's." 
The following Q&A gives more 
background into the philosophies 
and goals of the 6th man to head the 
UNI wrestling program. 
Don Driggs - Head Coach 
Q: What do you want your athletes to get.from their wrestling experience at UNI? 
A: First and foremost, I want each individual to work towards the development of their 
potential both as an athlete and as a person. I hope they obtain the many qualities people 
expect from athletes such as self-respect, confidence, self-discipline, dedication, devotion to 
hard work and the competitive drive that makes them want to succeed. 
Q: What do you feel is the future of the UNI wrestling program? 
A: I am very excited about our future. Personally, I feel the change from Division II to Division I 
has increased our intensity and stimulated the growth of our program. Each year, our 
wrestlers have worked to increase their training tempo so they can reach our goal of an NCAA 
Championship. It is only a matter of time before this goal is achieved. 
A: What can the UNI wrestling program offer prospective student-athletes? 
A: OPPORTUNITY, OPPORTUNITY, OPPORTUNITY. I feel we offer a prospective student-
athlete the opportunity to get an excellent education and to compete against the best in the • 
nation. This university works very hard to produce graduates who want to be successful in 
their chosen profession. UNI has an outstanding tradition in education and our colleges of 
business and industrial technology have earned great reputations in recent years. 
On the mats, we have traditionally wrestled the best competition in the nation. A UNI 
wrestler will have the opportunity to test his ability against the top athletes from all over the 
country. He will be given every opportunity to reach his goal as an athlete and as a student. 
Q: What characteristics do you look for when recruiting potential student-athletes? 
A: Winners, both on the mat and off. We are always looking for the top-notch athlete who 
loves to win and hates to lose. I guess if there was one trait we look for it is intensity. We war.t 
the person who takes a loss and uses it to better himself. We also look for people who love to 
wrestle, those who wrestle year round and can not get enough of the sport. 
Off the mat, we are interested in the person who is confident, outgoing and enjoyable to be 
around. This type of individual easily fits into our wrestling family. It is important to me to not 
only be proud of our wrestlers on the mat, but off the mat. as well. 
Q: What does the term "student-athlete" mean to you? 
A: I try not to read a lot into words so the term "student-athlete" means just that. Here at UNI, 
as much attention is given towards the student receiving his degree as is given toward that 
student winning an NCAA championship. We monitor his grades and keep in close contact 
with his instructors. If a wrestler is having trouble with a course, we can get him help, either in 
the way of help sessions or an individual tutor. We try to help our wrestlers keep their grades 
so they can graduate and serve as examples to others that success in the classroom can go 
hand-in-hand with success on the mats. 
Q: What goals have you set to guide the UNI wrestling program? 
A: We look at the NCAA Championships as our goal. Our training, dual meet season, and 
mental preparation, all center around the individual's effort to gain his All-American and 
National Championship goals. To achieve these goals, I try to instill qualities and values that 
will prepare them for the future. Integrity, self-motivation, and hard work are all goals we try to 
ircorporate into our program. As a coach, it is my philosophy to work with my athletes and not 
bver them; to set an example and not demands; to encourage them by letting them know I am 
with them all the way. 
Jim Miller - Assistant Coach 
Jim Miller is the newest member of the UNI wrestling staff, joining the Panthers in March of 
1983 after completing a very successful stint as head coach at Charles City (IA) High School. He is 
not, however, a newcomer to the Panther wrestl ing program. In 1974 and 1975, he won a pair of 
NCAA Division 11 titles wrestling at 134. Wrestling at the NCAA Division I Championships, he placed 
second at 134 in 197 4 and fourth in 1975. His second place finish in 197 4 was the highest finish for a 
UNI wrestler in the NCAA Division I Tournament since Bill Dotson's first place in 1963. 
During his six seasons at Charles City, Miller compiled a record of 55-10-0 and earned Iowa 
High School Coach of the Year honors in 1979 after his team finished second in the Iowa 3-A 
championships. Counted among the wrestl ing graduates of Miller-coached teams at Charles City is 
Mark Sindlinger, a three time state champ at super heavyweight and former UNI grappler Kevin 
Wedeking , who also won a state title at 155. He also served a term as President of the Iowa High 
School Wrestling Coaches Association. 
As assistant coach, Miller will help coordinate recruiting , assist with the planning of practice 
and individual conditioning work-outs. 
Coach Briggs: "Jim came to our staff last March and has already made a great contribution to the 
program with his organizational skills. He served as director of the U.S. Wrestling Federation Meet and saw to its every detail. He will also 
contribute because he is a good technician, able to work one on one with our athletes. He is very dedicated to the sport and I am very happy to 
have him on the staff. " 
Keith Mourlam - Assistant Coach 
Keith Mourlam is entering his second season ·as an assistant for the Panthers. Before his 
move to Cedar Falls, Mourlam served as a graduate assistant at his alma mater, the University of 
Iowa. 
During his collegiate career with the Hawks, Mourlam won the Big Ten crown at 126 in 1977 
and also took second place atthe NCAA Tournament that same year. He is a two time United States 
Wrestling Federation champion, winning first place trophies in 1981 and 1982 at 136.5 pounds. His 
international competition experience includes trips to Cuba and to wrestling competitions through-
. out Europe. In 1981 , he won the 136.5 pound title at the prestigious Werner Slyllinbinder Interna-
tional Wrestling Tournament in East Germany. ~ 
Among his duties as assistant coach, Mourlam will assist with recruiting and help with 
wrestling room practices and physical conditioning. In addition to h'is responsibilities with the 
wrestling program, Mourlam also serves as Assistant to the UNI-Dome Manager. Among his duties 
with the UNI-Dome are event supervision, support services and program sales. 
Coach Briggs: "Keith joined us last year and brought many new and fresh ideas to the program. 
He had a great deal to do with our success last year and I am counting on him to make us a better 
team this year. He is extremely dedicated to the sport and works very well with people. He is a good representative of the UNI program." 
Luttrell , Majors , Hall 
I 
Graduate Assistants 
Coach Briggs will have five graduate assistants working with the Panthers th is season . Shane 
Hall , Kevin Kurth , Larry Luttrell , Randy Majors and Efonda Sproles will all be spending time on the 
mats teaching UN l's grapplers. 
Hall is a 1983 graduate of Coe College and the winner of four varsity letters. He was a three-
time national qualifier for the NCAA Div. Ill tournament and placed fifth his junior year and sixth his 
sophomore year. While wrestling at Carlisle High School in Hartford, IA., he compiled a 95-20-2 
record . 
Kurth graduated from UNI in 1980 after earning All American honors in '79 and '80 as a 
heavyweight. Before returning to his alma mater, he coached in Charles City. 
· Larry Luttrell completed his UNI career last year with 71-39-0. He earned All American honors 
in Division II when he finished sixth as a freshman. Randy Majors placed third last year at the NCAA 
Tournament to cap a Panther career that included an 81-50-1 record . 
Efonda Sproles is the third member of the 1982-83 squad to return to the mat~to assist Coach 
Briggs and his staff. Sproles had a 92-49-4 record at UNI and earned All American honors in 1980 in 
Division II. He was a three-time qualifier for the NCAA Tournament. 
5 
118 Pounds 
BOB HALLMAN Senior Industry Urbandale, IA 
A three time "20 match winner" Hallman will be shooting for his 
1 OOth win as he enters his final year of competition. The winner of 29 
matches last year, he won the UNI Open, finished third in the Mid-
west Regional and qualified for the NCAA Championships. He 
opened last season's dual competition very strongly, winning eight 
of nine matches and earning a draw in the tenth. 
Hallman was the 1979 Iowa State Champion at 112 pounds and 
was the first three-time state finisher in Dowling High School history. 
The Urbandale native completed his senior year undefeated while 
compiling a 45-3 record wrestling for Coach Bob Darrah. His third 
place finish as a junior helped Dowling win the State title. 
Coach Briggs: "Bob is the hardest worker on the team. He's got the 
drive and the intestinal fortitude to make him an All American. I look 
for Bobby to be a team leader and help pull the team together. He is a 
positive person and I look for big things out of Bob Hallman this year. 
He has high expectations and will do everything he can to achieve 
his goals." 
On 1983-84: "I want to wrestle to the best of my ability and if I do, 
placing at the Nationals will take care of itself." 
Career Statistics Dual Tournament Totals WBF LBF 
1982-83 13- 5-1 16- 7-0 29-12-1 9 0 
1981-82 9- 6-0 14- 8-0 23-14-0 2 2 
1980-81 14- 6-0 7- 5-0 21-11-0 7 2 
36-17-1 37-20-0 73-37-1 18 4 
MIKE SCHWAB 
Freshman Management/Marketing Osage, IA 
A four time letterwinner for Coach Bill Andrew at Osage Commu-
nity High School, Schwab established himself as one of the top 
wrestlers in Iowa. A four-time qualifier for the State Tournament, he 
won the State title at 98 pounds as a sophomore and placed second 
his senior year at 119 pounds. He won 91 of 99 dual matches and 
added another 20 wins in tournament competition. This summer he 
qualified for the Junior National Freestyle and Greco Tournaments 
by winning the Iowa State Greco Tournament and placing third in the 
freestyle event. His freestyle record this summer was 60-8. An all 
around athlete, he lettered 14 times at Osage, earning letters in 
wrestling (4) , track (4) , cross country (2), baseball (2) and football 
(2). Mike will major in Marketing and Management while at UNI. 
Coach Briggs: "Mike Schwab has shown in the room, the drive and 
determination that it's going to take to be an All American. If he 
makes the varsity, Bob Hallman will make him an All American; if he 
doesn't, he will make Bob Hallman an All American. He has every-
thing you would want in a wrestler; balance, speed, strength, quick-
ness, coordination but most importantly, he's got that inner drive and 
is dedicated to wrestling." 
On 1983-84: " I want to be competitive and learn as much as possi-
ble. The competition will be much stronger and I hope this makes me 
a better wrestler." 
6 
Mike Schwab - Bob Hallman - Perry Summitt 
PERRY SUMMITI 
Freshman Industrial Arts Education Bloomington, IN 
A freshman from Bloomington, IN, Summitt will be entering his 
first varsity season with the Panthers. A pro<;luct of Bloomington 
North High School, who was coached by John "Bo" Henry, he 
placed third at the Indiana State-Tournament and ended his senior 
year with a record of 39-2. His major is Industrial Arts Education. 
Coach Briggs: "Perry Summitt shows a lot of hope to become an All 
American before he is through at UNI. He has already decided to 
redshirt this year and learn as much as he can. He has come into the 
room with an open mind and a willingness to learn." 
On 1983-84: "My goal is to learn as much as possible my first year so 
I can improve as a wrestler." 
Row 1 Pat Pickford - Paul Kreinieyer 
Row 2 Steve Sieren - Brian Waddell - Marty Anderson 
PAUL KREIMEVER 
Junior Industrial Arts Education Wilton, IA 
Splitting time between 118 and 126, Kreimeyer won 18, lost eight 
and tied one last year. His best tournament finish was in the UNI 
Open, finishing third at 118. He came on strong at the end of the 
season, winning three, losing one and tying one. 
A native of Wilton, IA, Kreimeyer enjoyed an outstanding career 
at Wilton Community f-jjgh School while wrestling for Wayne Minor 
and Steve Shirk. He won state titles his junior and senior seasons 
and recorded a perfect 32-0 mark his senior year. He placed sixth in 
the U.S. Wrestling Federation Junior Championships. 
Coach Briggs: "Paul knows this year is his opportunity to make the 
team and has put everything into it. He has improved by leaps and 
bounds in terms of maturity and I am counting on him to do a good job 
this year." 
On 1983-84: "For my.self, I would like to be an All-American at 126 
and for the team, to place in the top 5 in the nation." 
Career Statistics Dual Tournament Totals WBF LBF 
1982-83 8-3-0 10-5-1 18- 8-1 3 1 
1981-82 4-2-0 2-2-0 6- 4-0 1 1 
12-5-0 12-7-1 24-12-1 4 2 
126 Pounds 
PAT PICKFORD 
Sophomore Industrial Arts Education Ft. Madison, IA 
The Fort Madison native is entering his second season with the 
Panthers after transferring from the University of Wisconsin. Ineligi-
ble for the first half of last season, Pickford saw limited varsity action 
winning one dual match and losing one tournament match. He is 
expected to challenge for the starting nod at 126. 
A three time state qualifier in Iowa, he won the state title his junior 
year while competing for his father Willard Pickford at Fort Madison 
High. During his four year high school career, he won 85of100 bouts 
and earned two draws. He twice won the U.S. Wrestling Federation 
Meet. 
Coach Briggs: "Last year, Pat did not get a lot of competition but 
from his performances in high school and in freestyle events, he has 
proven to be a very talented individual. He is another wrestler with 
everything you would want- speed, strength, and quickness. He is 
a lot like Bob Hallman in that he is one of the hardest workers on the 
squad. This could be a big year for Pat Pickford. " 
On 1983-84: "My goals are to stay injury-free, make the varsity and 
place in the top 6 at the Nationals. For the team, I want to finish in the 
top 5. With the schedule we have, we should gain valuable experi-
ence and be ready for the Nationals." 
Career Statistics Dual Tournament Totals WBF LBF 
1982-83 1-0-0 0-1-0 1-1-0 0 1 
MARTY ANDERSON Freshman Undecided Clarion, IA 
A freshman from Clarion, IA, he won an Iowa High School title his 
senior year and placed third his junior year while wrestling for Coach 
Dan Ray. Expected to see limited varsity action his first season with 
the Panthers, Anderson should gain valuable experience wrestling 
against Kreimeyer and Pickford everyone. ~ 
Coach Briggs: "Marty is a very strong wrestler and I'd have to say 
that is his biggest asset. He has a lot to learn in terms of basics and 
will hopefully look at this year as a learning experience." 
On 1983-84: "I just want to learn as much as I can my first year so I 
can contribute in the future ." 
BRIAN WADDELL Sophomore Undecided Bettendorf, IA 
A second year member of the UNI wrestling team, Waddell red-
shirted last year and saw limited action wrestling in open tourna-
ments. He had two wins and two losses. A native of Bettendorf, IA 
and a graduate of Bettendorf High School, he wrestled for Frank 
Freeman. During his high school career, he qualified for the Iowa 
State Tournament three times, placing fourth his junior year and third 
his senior year. 
·Coach Briggs: "Brian learned a lot last year wrestling behind 
Randy Majors. His style can lull you to sleep and then end up pinning 
you. He has some moves that can be called unusual but they are 
definitely sound and valid for his style. He is a very good freestyle 
wrestler. " 
On 1983-84: "My goal is to make the varsity line-up for a couple 
matches. For the team, I hope we can finish in the top three in the 
nation ." 
Career Statistics Dual Tournament Totals WBF LBF 
1982-83 0-0-0 2-2-0 2-2-0, 0 0 
7 
114 Pounds 
DAVE MORKEL Senior Physical Education Waterloo, IA 
A 20 match winner last season and a three-time letterwinner, 
Morkel emerged as the Panthers top wrestler at 134. He had a 
combined record of 23-12-1 and won six bouts with falls. His sopho-
more year produced a 14-5 record after missing several weeks of the 
season due to injuries. Entering his senior year, Morkel is shooting 
for his first trip to the NCAA Meet. 
A product of West High in Waterloo, he recorded a 70-7-1 career 
mark while wrestling for Bob Siddens and Don Huff. He qualified 
three times for the Iowa High School Meet placing sixth, second and 
winning it his senior year. 
\ 
Coach Briggs: "Dave is probably the top wrestler at 134 but that 
doesn't mean he will definitely be number 1. I feel this is the strongest 
weight class we have in terms of depth and this will push Dave 
harder. He's very talented in terms of balance - he's a very dan-
gerous wrestler. He has a lot of throws and can pin you at any time. 
He has spent a lot of time working on his defensive positioning and 
has shown good improvement in this area." 
Career Statistics Dual Tournament Totals WBF LBF 
1982-83 9- 5-0 14- 7-0 23-12-0 6 1 
1981-82 6- 2-0 8- 3-0 14- 5-0 5 1 
1980-81 3- 5-1 9- 5-0 12-10-1 4 3 
18-12-1 31-15-0 49-27-1 15 5 
BLAKE LOVE Junior Undecided Cedar Falls, IA 
Saw limited tournament action last two seasons with the Pan-
thers, earning a 3-4-0 mark last year and a 1-5 mark his freshman 
season while wrestling at 126. 
Wrestled at Cedar Falls High School for Keith Young. 
Coach Briggs: "Blake is another threat for the 134 position. He has 
very good upper body strength. He gained a lot of experience last 
year, is a very hard worker and is very dedicated to wrestling." 
Career Statistics Dual Tournament Totals WBF LBF 
1982-83 0-0-0 3-4-0 3-4-0 0 0 
1981-82 0-1-0 1-4-0 1-5-0 1 1 
0-1-0 4-8-0 4-9-0 
LARRY SHAFFER 
Sophomore Industrial Technology West Des Moines, IA 
Was a member of the 1982-83 squad and saw limited action in 
both dual and tournament competition. Had an 0-5-0 record last year 
wrestling in one dual meet and in four tournament bouts. 
Wrestled at Valley High School in West Des Moines for Coach 
Jim Undefer. Finished fourth in the Iowa High School Meet his senior 
season. 
Coach Briggs: "Larry redshirted last year and has shown great 
improvement as a result. He has done his homework and should be 
able to contribute this season." 
BRUCE COX 
Sophomore Industrial Arts Education West Union, IA 
A transfer from Ellsworth Junior College, Cox redshirted last 
season and should provide the Panthers with a seasoned competitor 
who could push his teammates. While wrestling at Ellsworth, he 
qualified for the NJCAA Tournament but did not place. 
A three-time state qualifier in Iowa, he wrestled scholastically at 
North High for Coach Jim Guyer. 
Coach Briggs: "Bruce is a transfer and he will be helping us out at 
134. He wants to learn and pick up as much wrestling as he can. " 
JEFF CASTRO 
Freshman Physical Education Bettendorf, IA 
A Bettendorf, IA, native and a graduate of Bettendorf H .S. , Castro 
8 
Dave Morkel - Joe Gribben - Ron Hutcherson - Blake Love -
Larry Shaffer - Jeff Castro - Bruce Cox - Jerry Kellogg 
finished second in the Iowa High School Tournament last year while 
compiling a 26-1 record. 
Coach Briggs: "Jeff is the youngest person at 134 but that should 
not count him out. He is one of the scrappiest wrestlers in the room 
and a hard fighter on the mat. He will fight all the way to the end of the 
match and that has always been looked upon highly in the UNI • 
wrestling tradition." 
JOE GRIBBEN Freshman Business Mason City, IA 
A redshirt freshman last year, Gribben wrestled in open tourna-
ments seven times, winning once and losing six times. 
A product of Mason City High, he wrestled for Coach Jerry Ray 
and placed in the Iowa State Meet twice, finishing sixth in '79 and fifth 
in '80. 
Coach Briggs: "Joe redshirted last year and out of all freshmen, he 
probably improved the most. He has built himself up from 126 to a 
legitimate 134 pounder. Of all the wrestlers on the team, I would 
have to say Joe has the determination to try and make it." 
Career Statistics Dual Tournament Totals WBF LBF 
1982-83 0-0-0 1-6-0 1-6-0 0 5 
RON HUTCHERSON 
Sophomore Physical Education Warsaw, IN 
One of four Hoosier wrestlers on the sq.uad, Hutcherson did not 
compete for the Panthers last year. A former Indiana State Champ, 
he registered a career mark of 110-11-1 while wrestling for his father 
Ron Hutcherson at Warsaw Community High School. During his 
prep career, he finished 1 Oth in the National Federation Tournament 
and three times won the Indiana state freestyle title. 
Coach Briggs: "Since Ron's arrival at UNI, he has been plagued by 
injuries and he is hopefully looking forward to a full season on the 
mats." 
JERRY KELLOGG 
Sophomore Mortuary Science Sioux City, IA 
A transf~r from the University of Nebraska at Lincoln, Kellogg will 
be entering his first year with the Panthers. He is a product of Sioux 
City North and was coached by Arnie Brandt. 
Coach Briggs: "Jerry transferred from Nebraska and will be eligible 
this year. He is a very dangerous wrestler because he has what we 
call long strength and can at any time catch you and pin you. 
Strength is his strongest area and he is a very hard worker." 
On 1983-84: "My goal is to improve and become a better wrestler." 
.. 
Row 1 Leon Montgomery- Scott Morningstar- Doug Stumberg-
Chad Grieves 
Row 2 Kurt Shedenhelm - Ke.ith Massey - Lew Sondgeroth -
John Bellig 
scon MORNINGSTAR 
Junior Industry Lisbon, IA 
A two year letterwinner, Morningstar was one of nine wrestlers 
from last year's team to win 20 or more matches. He ended the 
season with a record of 21-14-1 . He won six bouts by pinning his 
opponent. His best tournament finish came at Ames, when he 
finished second at the Midwest Open. 
His high school career was one of the most successful ever by an 
Iowa wrestler. His career record was 115-1-1 and he was one of only 
three high school grapplers ever to win four state championships. 
Coach Briggs: "Scott pretty much dominated this weight last year. 
He has two years left and I know he wants to make the most of them. 
He is one of our high hopes for All American honors but he is in a 
weight where he will be pushed very hard. Just making the varsity 
will be one of the hardest things Scott will have to achieve. In my 
opinion, if Scott makes the varsity, he will be able to win or at least 
place high at the Nationals." 
Career Statistics Dµal Tournaments Totals WBF LBF 
1982-83 10- 9-1 11-5-0 21-14-1 6 1 
1981-82 Redshirt 
1980-81 6- 1-o 1-1-0 7- 2-0 2 
16-10-1 12-6-0 28-16-1 8 
LEWIS SONDGEROTH 
Junior Business Management Aurora, CO 
Returning to collegiate wrestling after a stint in the U.S. Marine 
Corps, Sondgeroth is expected to seriously challenge Morningstar 
for his starting spot at 142. Before joining the Marines, he wrestled at 
Colorado, earning runner-up honors in the Big 8 and recording a 
52-14 mark for the Bi sons. He has a tremendous amount of national 
and international experience and should provide the Panthers with a 
great deal of leadership. He was twice runner-up at the AAU National 
Freestyle Meet, three time National Junior runner-up, has repre-
sented the US in international competition against the Soviet Union 
and won the All Service World title while in the Corps. 
Coach Briggs·: "Lou is one of the most determined wrestlers I have 
ever been around. He knows what his goals are, he knows where he 
is going and he knows what it will take to get him there. He is willing to 
make the sacrifices." 
142 Pounds 
JOHN BELLIG 
Sophomore Business Education Bettendorf, IA 
A transfer from Ellsworth Junior College, Bellig is entering his first 
season with the Panthers. During his only season there, he qualified 
for the NJCAA Tournament. A two-time state qualifier in Iowa, he 
finished second his senior year at Bettendorf H.S. and helped the 
team win its second state championship. 
Coach Briggs: "John has made vast improvements since arriving at 
UNI. I hope he will use these improvements to benefit the team." 
CHAD GRIEVES 
Freshman Marketing/Management Eldridge, IA 
A product of North Scott High, Grieves compiled a scholastic 
record of 50-9 while wrestling for coaches John Newmeister and Jim 
Morkel. 
Coach Briggs: "Chad sat out last year and this hurt him. He's got a 
lot of room to grow and is coming into the wrestling room with a good 
attitude. Chad will help us somewhere down the line." 
KEITH MASSEY 
Freshman Mathematics Council Bluffs, IA 
A three time state qualifier at Lewis Central High School, he 
placed fifth his junior year and third his senior year while wrestling for 
Coach Richard Bleth. During his high school career, he compiled a 
85-13-1 record. He won ·the AAU Grand Nationals in 1983 after 
finishing 2nd in 1980. He also finished 6th in the AAU World School 
Boy Championships. 
Coach Briggs: " Keith is a very talented wrestler. He has the 
capabilities to be an All American and has the right attitude for it. He 
has good balance, strength and speed. I know his personal goal is to 
be a national champ. " 
LEON MONTGOMERY 
Freshman Sociology • Waterloo, IA 
A graduate of Columbus High School in Waterloo, he placed third 
in the Iowa High School Tournament 11ast year in Class AAA. 
Coach Briggs: "Leon has already decided to redshirt this season 
and it should help. It will take a lot of pressure off him and he can 
concentrate on learning about the sport. With a year of hard work, he 
will be able to fit in next year and challenge for the number one spot 
at 142. 
KURT SHEDENHELM 1 
Fr.eshman Undecided Belle Plaine, IA 
A three time state placewinner for Coach Al Billings at Belle 
Plaine High. His sophomore year, he finished sixth, the next year he 
finished fifth and last year, as a senior, he finished fhird. He also took 
the silver medal at the National Junior Tournament held this sum-
mer. 
Coach Briggs: "Kurt could wrestle at 134 or 142 for us this year. He 
has shown good balance and is very dangerous upper body-wise. 
· He is a scrappy wrestler with a bright future at UNI." 
DOUG STUMBERG 
Freshman Undecided Grundy Center, IA 
A four time state qualifier from Grundy High School, he placed 
fourth his sophomore year and second his junior season. During his 
four years with Coach John Snakenberg, he compiled a record of 
114-10. 
Coach Briggs: " Doug had a disappointing senior year at the Iowa 
Championship Tournament. He feels he should have won the state 
title and he wants to prove something to himself by winning a spot on 
the varsity. I think his drive alone will be enough to keep him working 




Junior Industry Cresco, IA 
A part-time member of the varsity for the past two seasons, 
Carmen walked on as a freshman, He recorded a mark of 7-9-0 last 
year while competing in seven duals and nine tournament matches. 
He is being counted on to challenge for the vacant spot at 150. 
During his high school career, he won an Iowa High School title in 
1980 while wrestling for Coach Lee Sill at Crestwood High. 
Coach Briggs: " If Keith can control his weight, he has the strength 
to be a legitimate contender at 150. I think Keith will see a lot of action 
and he has the opportunity to contribute to the team's success. " 
On 1983-84: "This is the year I hope to become a force in my weight 





















Freshman Pre-Engineering Winterset, IA 
The most valuable wrestler on the Winterset High team last year, 
Clutter compiled a 53-12 record while wrestling for Coach Gary 
Christensen, He capped his Winterset career by winning a state 
wrestling title and earning Honorable Mention All State honors in 
football. 
Coach Briggs: "Jeff is a very strong individual. He is coming into the 
room with an open mind and is learning quite a bit. He should make 
vast improvements and be able to make the team." 
On 1983-84: " I want to gain as much experience and improve my 
technique so next year I can challenge for a spot on the varsity. " 
TODD DEUTSCH 
Junior Industry Columbia City, IN 
One of the four Indiana natives on the Panthers squad this year, 
Deutsch transferred from Indiana University two years ago. While 
with the Hoosiers, he won the Ohio Open and finished fifth in the Big 
Ten Meet as a sophomore and compiled a career record of 35-20, 
winning 24 his sophomore season. 
An all around athlete in high school, he earned letters in football , 
wrestling and track. In wrestling, he finished third in the state meet 
and compiled a 30-1 record his senior season, losing in the semi-
finals of the state meet. 
On 1983-84: " I want to work hard, be number one on the team and 
earn All American honors. As a team, I think we should be in the 
Top 5. 
Career Statistics Dual Tournament Totals WBF LBF 
1982-83 Ineligible due to transfer 
1981-82 14- 9 10-5 24-14 5 NA 
1980-81 1- 4 10-2 11 - 6 2 NA 
15-13 20-7 35-20 7 
10 
Row 1 Rick Ruebel 
Row 2 Todd Deutsch - Keith Carman - Jeff Clutter 
DAN KELLY 
Sophomore Pre-Engineering Dubuque, IA 
A part-time member of the UNI varsity as a freshman, Kelly 
showed himself to be a strong challenger for the open spot at 150. • 
Last year, he compiled a 4-3 record and finished fifth in the NCAA 
Midwest region. He was undefeated in dual competition, winning the 
two bouts he entered. 
While attending Wahlert High, he was a thre'e time state qualifier 
and won silver medal honors at the state freestyle tournament. 
Coach Briggs: "Dan caught fire at the end of last season and 
earned an opportunity to wrestle in the Midwest Regionals. He 
showed quite a bit of talent and has a lot to offer the UNI program. He 
is just coming off a knee injury and we hope will be able to wrestle by 
the middle of the season." 
On 1983-84: " I want to be the Panthers' wrestler at 150 and work 
towards making the trip to the Nationals." 
Career Statistics Dual Tournament Totals WBF LFB 
1982-83 2-0-0 2-3-0 4-3-0 1 2 
RICK RUEBEL 
Junior Physical Education Grundy Center, IA 
Ineligible last season after transferring from Drake. Ruebel 
earned two varsity letters for the Bulldogs and was named the 
Outstanding Newcomer in 1981 . He is one of the challengers for the 
starting spot at 150. A former Iowa State High champ at 155, he 
recorded a 73-13 mark while wrestling for Coach Clint Young at 
Grundy Center High. He also earned All State honors in football and 
competed in the Shrine All Star Game on the North squad. 
On 1983-84: " I hope to work hard, make the team and earn All 
American honors." 
Clockwise - Jay Llewellyn - Paul Cocco - Mike Greiner - Chris 
Carroll - Dan Huff - Dave Grant 
35-11 -1 38-20-1 73-31 -2 15 4 
PAUL COCCO Junior Therapeutic Recreation Worth, IL 
Part-time varsity wrestler as a freshman at 158, Cocco ended the 
season with a 6-6 mark and one pin to his credit. He finished fifth at 
the UNI Open and third at the Mankato State Tournament. 
As a prepster, he was one of the most highly recruited wrestlers in 
the country. A two-time Illinois State champ, he ended his high 
school career at Alan B. Shepard High with a 79-2-1 record and a 
39-0-1 mark his final season for coach Marcial Palomo. 
Coach Briggs: "Paul sat out most of last year with a knee injury and 
was very disappointed in his season : I know he has the inner drive to 
get himself back into shape and to challenge for a spot on the varsity 
roster. " 
On 1983-84: "My goals are simple. I want to qualify for the NCAA 
Meet and be an All-American." 
Career Statistics Dual Tournament Totals WBF LBF 
1982-83 1-3-0 5-3-0 6- 6-0 1 0 
1981-82 2-0-0 3-5-0 5- 5-0 0 0 
3-3-0 8-8-0 11-11-0 0 
158 Pounds 
DAVE GRANT 
Junior Physical Education Lexington, KY 
A transfer from the University of Kentucky when the Wildcats 
dropped their wrestling program, Grant will provide a strong, experi-
enced challenger for the starting spot. A third place finisher at last 
year's Midwest Regional , he ended the season with a 26-11-2 rec-
ord. Counted among his wins was an 8-4 victory on Paul Cocco in the 
UNI-Kentucky dual meet. 
While attending Tates Creek Senior High, he placed second in 
the State Meet and compiled a 23-2 record for Coach Dave Bunnell. 
Coach Briggs: "Dave will be Llewellyn's toughest competition at 
158. I know with the intensity of our program and the toughness of 
your schedule, a guy like Dave can't be counted out, he is too good a 
wrestler. " 
























MIKE GREINER Sophomore Business Sigourney, IA 
A two-time state qualifier for Sigourney High, Greiner placed 
fourth in the state tournament his senior year. The two-time All South 
Iowa Cedar Conference performer helped his squad to a 90-7-1 dual 
meet record during his career and a pair of runner-up spots at the 
State Meet. In addition to winning three letters in wrestling, he placed 
seventh in the National Greco-Roman Tournament. 
Coach Briggs: "Mike transferred to UNI from Central and will not be 
eligible this year, however, this will give him the opportunity to learn 
and improve so next year he could be a factor at 158." 
I 
On 1983-84: "My goal is to improve and help the team as much as I 
can." 
DAN HUFF Sophomore Undecided Waterloo, IA 
Saw limited action as a freshman last year, he had a 1-4-0 record 
in tournament competition. 1 . 
Huff had a good senior year while competing at West Waterloo 
High. He placed third in the Big Eight Meet and won the district 
championship to qualify for the state meet. In a<;ldition to winning 
three letters in wrestling , he also earned similar honors in cross 
country. 
Coach Briggs: "Dan redshirted last year and has shown a great 
deal of progress as a result. His strength lies in the fact he has a lot of 
leverage and a lot of patience. He's the kind of guy who is ready at 
any time to give you a good effort. " 
On 1983-84: "I would like to improve my wrestling skills and become 
competitive in my weight class." 
11 
167 Pounds 
DION COBB Senior History Des Moines, IA 
Returning for his final season with the Panthers, Cobb sat out last 
year after winning 70 bouts in his first three seasons. One of four UNI 
grapplers shooting for 100 career wins, he will be looking to recap-
ture his All-American status and improve on his fourth place finish in 
1980. During his UNI career, he has twice earned All-American 
honors and is the last Panther to earn A-A honors in both Division I 
and Division II competition. 
While prepping at Dowling High School under coach Bob Darrah, 
he was a two-time state qualifier and a state champion in the free-
style tournament. 
Coach Briggs: "Dion stands alone in this weight but someone will 
challenge him this year. He was an All-American two years ago and 
is looking forward to repeating his senior year. Dion is a very strong 
wrestler, with good balance and pinning ability. " 
On 1983-84: "My goals for this season are to reach my potential as 
a wrestler and to work for the highest NCAA finish both for the team 
and myself." 
Career Statistics Dual Tournament Totals WBF LBF 
1981-82 10- 2-0 3- 4-0 13- 6-0 3 1 
1980-81 12- 4-1 17- 5-0 29- 9-1 10 4 
1979-80 11- 5-0 17-10-0 28-15-0 13 3 
33-11-1 37-19-0 70-30-1 26 8 
12 
Dion Cobb 
Row 1 Jeff Enrietto - Randy Thompson - Charles Johnson 
Row 2 Jeff Weatherman - Mike Llewellyn 
RANDY THOMPSON 
Sophomore Business Management Lake Mills, IA 
One of three wrestlers at 177 with collegiate experience, Thomp-
son has an opportunity to show off his potential. Since arriving at 
UNI , he has wrestled mostly in tournament competition, placing 
second at the Minnesota Open in 1981 and second at the UNI Open 
last year. During the 1982-83 season, he did not wrestle in any dual 
meets but compiled a 7-4-0 mark in tournaments. 
He was a three-time state qualifier and twice honored with All-
state distinCtion at 155 pounds. An honor student at Lake Mills High, 
he compiled a record of 80-25 during his stay with Coach Jack 
Stanley. He was runner-up at the Iowa State freestyle tournament 
and placed 3rd at the National Junior Freestyle Tournament in 1981 . 
Coach Briggs: "Randy has the ability but just needs to get in the 
right frame of mind . If he can do this , he should challenge for a spot 
on the team. He has 'the potential to be an All-American, he just 
needs to get things clear in his mind and get mentally prepared." 
On 1983-84: "This year, I have a chance to do a lot of wrestling if I 
work hard and get myself in shape. I have been waiting two years for 
this opportunity and now I want to make the most of it. " 
Career Statistics Dual Tournament Totals WBF LBF 
1982-83 0-0-0 7-4-0 7-4-0 0 1 
1981 -82 2-0-0 1-2-0 3-2-0 0 2 
2-0-0 8-6-0 10-6-0 0 3 
177 Pounds 
JEFF WEATHERMAN Freshman Business Cambridge, IA 
A part-time wrestler at 177 last year, Weatherman is one of the 
UNI grapplers with collegiate experience. Last year, he competed 
six times in tournament competition, winning once. 
A two-time All-State honoree from Ballard-Huxley High School, 
he placed second in the 1980 state tournament and third in the 1981 
meet. During his last season with Coach Don Erickson, he captured 
first place at the Central Junior Championships in Madison, WI and 
placed fourth at the National Junior Freestyle Tournament in Iowa 
City. 
Coach Briggs: "Jeff is a quiet type who is strong enough to capital-
ize on your mistakes. I'm sure Jeff will be an All-American by the time 
his career ends." 
On 1983-84: "My goal is to make the varsity squad and to qualify for 
the Nationals." 
Career Statistics Dual Tournament Totals WBF LBF 
1982-83 0-0-0 1-5-0 1-5-0 0 0 
JEFF ENRIETTO 
Freshman Business Management Fort Wayne, IN 
A two-time All-State wrestler in Indiana, Enrietto is going to be 
counted on to provide depth at 177 and to challenge for a varsity spot 
in the future. His experience includes wrestling in the Indiana State 
Federation Tournament and finishing second in the State AAU 
Tournament. A graduate of Homestead High, he was coached by 
Rick Garter and Steve Wallace. 
Coach Briggs: "Jeff spent the summer working with Efonda Sproles 
on improving his upper body attack. He has a strong lower body 
attack and should be an improved wrestler. He comes to the mats 
with a good frame of mind and is determined to be~ good wrestler." 
On 1983-84: "My goal is to learn as much as I can my first year so 
next year I will be in a position to make the varsity." 
CHARLES JOHNSON Freshman Accounting Davenport, IA 
Another newcomer to the Panther program who will need to work 
very hard on improving fundamentals and conditioning. A graduate 
of Davenport Central High, he wrestled for Coach Banks Swann. 
Coach Briggs: "Chuck's strength lies in his upper body. He needs 
to work on his lower body attack. He will be spending a lot of time 
learning his first year." 
MIKE LLEWELLYN 
Freshman Computer Science Cedar Falls, IA 
The most experienced of the freshmen candidates at 177, 
Llewellyn has a third place finish at 167 in the Iowa High School 
Tournament to his credit. He has also won the 167 pound State 
Greco Championship and the 191 .5 pound State Freestyle Champi-
onship, in addition to a fourth place finish at 178 in the National Free-
style Tournament. A graduate of Cedar Falls High, he was coached 
by Keith Young. He is the younger brother of the 158 pounder Jay 
Llewellyn. 
Coach Briggs: "Mike wrestles in a very similar style to his brother, 
Jay. He has the potential to make the varsity and to become an All-
American. " I 
On 1983-84: "I want to make the varsity and have the team finish in 
the top 3." 
13 
190 Pounds 
DAVE BOSSARD Freshman Undecided Clarion, IA 
One of three freshmen competing for the starting nod at 190, 
Bossard placed third in the Iowa High School Tournament last year 
in the heavyweight division. While wrestling for Coach Dan Ray at 
Clarion High, he compiled a 30-1 record his senior year. 
Coach Briggs: "Dave is a definite threat for the 190 spot on the 
varsity. He has a lot of raw talent but needs work on improving his 
moves. He's got good balance for a heavier man and I think he will 
see a lot of action this year." 
On 1983-84: " I would like to make theteam and be able to contribute 
to the team's success. I feel I have a golden opportunity to wrestle 
my first year but it is up to me to prove I am good enough." 
DENNIS DeBOL T Freshman Business Dubuque, IA 
A two-state qualifier, DeBolt finished third at the State Greco 
Tournament and fifth at the Freestyle Meet. He is a graduate of 
Dubuque Hempstead High School. 
Coach Briggs: "Dennis is one of those people who doesn't know 
the meaning of the word quit. He will gain a lot of success because he 
will always give you 110%." 
On 1983-84: " I would like to make the varsity." 
SCOTT LEONARD 
Freshman Construction Technology Granger, IA 
A redshirt freshman, Leonard is the only 190 candidate with 
collegiate wrestling experience. He had a 1-2-0 record last year 
wrestling in one tournament. 
While attending West Des Moines Dowling High School, he 
finished fourth in the State at 185 to help his team to a fifth place 
finish at the Tournament. 
Coach Briggs: "Scott redshirted last year and has come back to the 
room with a lot of upper body strength that should help his cause." 
On 1983-84: " I want to make the varsity and prove I can contribute to 
the Panther's success this year. With my experience, I hope I can 
represent the UNI varsity at 190." 
Career Statistics Dual Tournament Totals WBF LBF 
1982-83 0-0-0 1-2-0 1-2-0 0 0 
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Dennis DeBoit - Scott Leonard - Dave Bossard 
Dave Crees - John Kriebs 
Heavyweight 
JOHN KRIEBS Senior Safety Education Dubuque, IA 
A returning Division I All-American, Kriebs will have two goals set 
for his final season with th~ Panthers. First is to improve on his fifth 
finish at the NCAA Tournament and the other to top 100 wins for his 
career. He enters the season with a 70-29-1 record. A devastating 
pinner, he has 45 career pins to his credit. Last year, he ended the 
season with a record of 26-11-0 and had 15 pins. He won the NCAA 
Midwest Regionals 1983 after finishing second in 1982 and third in 
1981 . 
A graduate of Dubuque Wahlert High School, he won the Iowa 
High School heavyweight crown his senior year while wrestling for 
Coach Tom Rouse. His last two years at Wahlert saw him winning 30 
of 31 bouts his junior year and 26 of 27 his senior year. He won 44 of 
the 56 bouts by falls. 
Coach Briggs: "Out of all the people on our team, John has the best 
chance of being a national champion. He is the most powerful 
wrestler I have ever been associated with . John has made great 
improvements in terms of maturity and this should help him in his 
drive for the title." 
On 1983-84: " I worked hard last year and won All-American honors. 
I plan to work a lot harder this year and improve on my fifth place 
finish . If the team is going to finish in the top five , I am going to have to 
do my part and place in the top three for points. I feel confident I can 
do that and that the team can finish in the top five. " 
Career Statistics Dual Tournament Totals WBF LBF 
1982-83 13- 6-0 13- 5-0 26-11-0 15 1 
1981-82 15- 1-1 9- 7-0 24- 8-1 17 0 
1980-81 12- 6-0 8- 4-0 20-10-0 13 3 
40-13-1 30-16-0 70-29-1 45 4 
DAVID CREES Freshman Business ~ Waterloo, IA 
A redshirt freshman, Crees will be hard pressed to see much 
varsity action this season due to John Kriebs. However, having to 
wrestle Kriebs every day in practice will make him a much better 
wrestler and prepare him for next season. 
A fourth place finisher in the state tournament in 1982, he earned 
All-Conference honors in both football and wrestling while compet-
ing for West High in Waterloo~He compiled a 21-5 record his senior 
year. 
Coach Briggs: "Dave is bound and determined to lnake the team 
and be an All-American before his career at UNI is over. " 
On 1983-84: " I would like to improve upon my wrestling this year in 
hopes of a starting position next year. I also wci'nt to make John 




W•lght by W•lght 
118 Bob Hallman (SR) 
Mike Schwab (FR) 
Perry Summitt (FR) 
126 Marty Anderson (FR) 
Paul Kreimeyer (JR) 
Pat Pickford (SO) 
Brian Waddell (FR) 
134 Jeff Castro (FR) 
Bruce Cox (FR) 
Joe Gribben (FR) 
Ron Hutcherson (SO) 
Jerry Kellogg (SO) 
Blake Love (SO) 
Dave Markel (SR) 
Larry Shaffer (FR) 
142 John Bellig (JR) 
Chad Grieves (SO) 
Keith Massey (FR) 
Leon Montgomery (FR) 
Scott Morningstar (JR) 
Kurt Shedenhelm (FR) 
Lewis Sondgeroth (JR) 
Doug Stumberg (FR) 
150 Keith Carman (JR) 
Jeff Clutter (FR) 
Todd Deutsch (JR) 
Dan Kelly (SO) 
Rick Ruebel (JR) 
158 Chris Carroll (JR) 
Paul Cocco (SO) 
Dave Grant (JR) 
Mike Greiner (SO) 
Dan Huff (FR) 
Jay Llewellyn (SR) 
167 Dion Cobb (SR) 
177 Jeff Enrietto (FR) 
Charles Johnson (FR) 
Mike Llewellyn (FR) 
Randy Thompson (SO) 
Jeff Weatherman (FR) 
190 Dave Bossard (FR) 
Dennis DeBolt (FR) 
Scott Leonard (FR) 
HWT John Kriebs (SR) 
David Crees (FR) 
Mlsc•llan•ous Rost.r 
Information 
Number of Squad by Class 
Seniors ........................ . ... 5 
Juniors ........................ . ... 9 
Sophomores . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Freshmen ....... . ........ . ........ 21 
Wrestlers by State 
Iowa ........ . ............... . ...... 39 
Indiana ............................ 4 
Illinois ............................. 1 
Kentucky .......................... 1 
Colorado .......................... 1 
Letterwinners 
' Bob Hallman (118) 
Paul Kreimeyer (126) 
Dave Markel (134) 
Scott Morningstar (142) 
Jay Llewellyn (158) 
Dion Cobb (167) 
John Kriebs (HWT) 
Panth•r Pronunciation 6uld• 
Bellig, John ................... BELL-ig 
Bossard, Dave ...... : ........ Bozz-ard 
Crees, David . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CREEZE 
Deutsch, Todd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DOITCH 
Enrietto, Jeff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N-RE-ED-0 
Greiner, Mike ................ GRl-NER 
Kreimeyer, Paul ......... KRAY-MEYER 
Llewellyn, Jay ............... LOU-ellen 
Llewellyn, Mike . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LOU-ellen 
Ruebel, Rick . . .... . .... . .... . . RU-Bell 
Shedenhelm, Kurt . .... . SHE-den-HELM 
Sondegroth, Lewis . . . . . . . . . SON-Growth 
Waddell, Brian ............... WAH-dell 
1981·84 Opponents 
WISCONSIN November 29, 1983 
January 21, 1984 
Head Coach: Russ Hellickson 
Coaching Record: 7-7 (1 yr.) 
Classification: NCAA Div. I 
Nickname: Badgers 
Conference: Big Ten 
82-83 Record : 7-7 
82-83 vs. UNI: Did Not Meet 
Series Record: 13-3-0 
Letterwinners Lost: 1 
Returning: 9 
SID: Jim Mott (608) 262-1811 
Wisconsin Fieldhouse (12,204) 7:30 
West Gym-UNI 7:30 
Prospectus: Wisconsin is coming off one of its 
worst seasons ever but with a youthful and experi-
enced group returning, prospects look brighter. 
John Guisa (142) won A-A honors last year while 
Mark Schmitz (150) won A-A honors in '82. Sophs 
Jim Jordan (126) and Gene Spellman (134) round 
out the group of top returnees. Troy Doughman 
(118), Tony Evenson (142) and Joey Van Dinter 
(118) are among the newcomers being counted 
on to start. 
CLEVELAND STATE December 3, 1983 West Gym-UNI 7:30 
Head Coach: Dick Bonacci 
Coaching Record: 193-61-7 
Classification: NCAA I 
Nickname: Vikings 
Conference: East. Wrestling 
82-83 Record: 12-4 
82-83 VS UNI: Did Not Meet 
Series Record: 4-1 
Letterwinners Lost: 4 
Returning: 15 
SID: Cathy Bellemo (216) 687-4818 
Prospectus: Talent and experience makes this 
year's team one of the best ever at CSU. Five 
seniors - Don Foldesy (126), Bob Richards 
(142), Steve Babyak (150), Matt Dulka (167) and 
Matt Ghaffari (HWT) and a junior, Wayne Turchin 
(190) will spearhead the Vikings attack. New-
comer Paul Kapper (118) won the Ohio H.S. title 
and could break into the starting lineup. Other 
newcomers include Roland Bonacer (142) and 
Dave Zahoransky (134). 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS-EDWARDSVILLE December 10, 1983 West Gym-UNI 7:30 
Head Coach: Larry Kristoff Prospectus: The 1983-84 campaign could be 
Coaching Record: N.A. one of the strongest in SUl-E history. The Cou-
Classification: NCAA Division II gars return 8 letterwinners from last year's 15-1-1 
Nickname: Cougars squad who qualified for the Div. II Nationals and 5 
Conference: Independent earned A-A. Div. II titlist Dan Stevens (126) leads 
82-83 Record: 15-1-1 a group that includes Steve Sterns (134), Mark 
82-83 vs UNI: Did Not Meet Kristoff (150), Booker Benford (177) and Al Sears 
Series Record: First .Meeting (HWT), all Div. II A-A. 
Letterwinners Lost: 2 
Returning: 8 
SID: Steve Weller (618) 692-3600 
IOWA December 17, 1983 Carver Arena 7:30 
Head Coach: Dan Gable Prospectus: The Hawkeyes lost three A-A and 
Coaching Record: 122-5-2 (7 yrs) two NCAA champs from last season's squad but 
Classification: NCAA Division I the cupboards are not bare. Returning are Natl. 
Nickname: Hawkeyes Champs Jim Zalesky (158) and Pete Bush (190) 
Conference: Big Ten as well as A-A Tim Riley (118), Jeff Kerber (142) 
82-83 Record: 17-1 and Duane Goldman (177). Among the top 
82-83 vs UNI: 33-8 I recruits are Steve Knight (118-Clinton, IA), Royce 
Series Record: 8-17-2 Alger (158-Lisbon, IA) and Mark Sindlinger 
Letterwinners Lost: 5 (HWT-Charles City, IA). 
Returning: 17 
SID: George Wine (319) 353-3038 
NEW MEXICO January 1, 1984 West Gym - UNI 11 :00 
Head Coach: Bill Dotson Prospectus: Former UNI wrestling great Bill Dot-
Coaching Record: 20-11-1 (2 yrs) son is entering his third season at New Mexico. 
Classification: NCAA Div. I The future of Lobo wrestling is uncertain due to 
Nickname: Lobo's the loss of 7 letterwinners and the return of only 
Conference: Western Athletic four. JR Ralph Harrison (142) compiled a 29-12 
82-83 Record: 10-3 record last year and is the top returnee. SO. Bruce 
82-83 vs UNI: Did Not Meet Garner (118) should improve on his 15-11 record 
Series Record: First Meeting as a freshman while SRs Mike Barber (150), a 
Letterwinners Lost: 7 redshirt, and Brad Cast (167, 24-15) should pro-
Returning 4 vide leadership for the young squad. Top new-
SID: John Keith (505) 277-2026 comers include Darren Massey (158) and Jim Gill 








































OKLAHOMA STATE January 3, 1984 West Gym - UNI 7:30 
Head Coach: Tommy Chesbro SID: Pat Quinn (405) 624-5749 
Coaching Record : 208-26-0 (14 yrs) Prospectus: After winning all 22 duals and finishing second in the NCAA's, the Cowboys have 
Classification: NCAA Div. I one goal this season, to finish first at the Meadowlands and take the NCAA title to Stillwater. With 
Nickname: Cowboys four A-A and a strong recruiting class, the Cowboys prospects are very good. Mike Sheets was 
Conference: Big Eight the NCAA's Most Valuable Wrestler last year winning the 167 pound title. Clare Anderson also 
82-83 Record : 22-0 took home gold last year, winning the 134 pound title . Other A-A include Kenny Monday 
82-83 vs UNI: Did Not Meet {150-2nd) and Leo Bailey (142-6th). Top newcomers include John Smith (126/105-5), Tim 
Series Record : 0-4 Balzeski (134/173-3) and Chuck Kearney {177/125-4). 
Letterwinners Lost: 3 
Returning: 7 
OKLAHOMA January 10, 1984 
Head Coach: Stan Able 
Coaching Record: 160-53-4 (11 yrs) 
Classification : NCAA Div. I 
Nickname: Sooners 
Conference: Big Eight 
82-83 Record : 15-3 
82-83 vs UNI : Did Not Meet 
Series Record : 4-2 
Letterwinners Lost: 3 
Returning : 11 
MINNESOTA January 13, 1984 
February 3, 1984 
Head Coach: Wally Johnson 
Coaching Record: 356-184-9 (31 yrs) 
Classification : NCAA Div. I 
Nickname: Golden Gophers 
Conference: Big Ten 
82-83 Record : 9-8 
82-83 vs UNI : 20-19 NI 
33-8 NI 
Series Record : 20-19-4 
Letterwinners Lost: 2 
Returning : 8 
Lloyd Noble Center (10,871) 
SID: Jeff Seal (405) 325-6511 
7:30 
Prospectus: The return of 3 A-A and one of the top recruiting classes in the nation bolster the 
Sooners hopes to improve their 4th place finish in the NCAA Tournament. Clint Burke (134/31-5), 
Dan Chaid (177/30-7-0), and Mark Zimmer (126/39-11) earned A-A honors last year finishing 
2nd, 6th and 8th respectively. Newcomers Melvin Goree (118) , Keith Walton {142), and Rick 
Delfiortino (HWT) are being counted on to challenge for starting positions. 
West Gym - UNI 
Williams Arena (16,990) 
SID: Robert Peterson (612) 373-5236 
7:30 
7:30 
Prospectus: The Golden Gophers are led by seniors Mike Foy (177) , Steve Martinez (150) and 
junior Ed Giese {118) . Giese was the leading winner last year with a 33-9 record while Martinez 
won 24 and Foy 23. Newcomers being counted on to bolster the team's strength include 
freshmen Blake Bonjean {126) and Rod Sande {167). Both frosh won Minnesota State High 
School titles last year while Bonjean won the National Junior Greco-Roman title this summer. 
Another newcomer challenging for a starting spot will be HWT John Wood, who played football 4 
years for the Gophers. 
LEHIGH January 14, 1984 West Gym - UNI 7:30 
Head Coach: Thad Turner SID: Joe Whritenour (215) 861-3174 
Coaching Record : 140-62-4 (13 yrs) Prospectus: Usually powerful in the lower weights, Lehigh hopes to improve its upper weight 
Classification: NCAA Div. I classes with SO. Bernie Brown, Oklahoma transfer Paul Deikel {190) and FR. Eyvind Boyesen 
Nickname: Engineers (177) and Steve Vetsch (HWT) . Boyesen, Vetsch and Tom Toggas (158) are all Prep Champs 
Conference: Eastern Intercollegiate from Blair Academy. Other highly touted newcomers include Jim Frick (126) , N.J. State Champ, 
82-83 Records: 8-5 and Peter Yozzo (134) N.Y. State Champ. Top returning vets include A-As Rich Santoro (126) 
82-83 vs UNI: 23-22 NI and Jim Reilly (167). A very talented team with experience being the only question. 
Series Record : 3-0 UNI 
Letterwinnners Lost: 6 
Returning : 6 
AUGUSTANA January 16, 1984 Augustana Gym (1,000) 3:00 
Head Coach: Paul Kendle SID: Larry Borgun (605) 336-4311 
Coaching Record : 84-33-1 (11 yrs) Prospectus: The Vikings will be strong in the middle and upper weights with experienced 
Classification: NCAA Div. II wrestlers returning to man the starting spots. Among the top returnees are senior Mike Specht 
Nickname: Vikings and sophomore Dave Wiklund. One will wrestle at 150 while the other will compete at 158. Injury 
Conference: North Central redshirt Koln Knight returns and hopes to regain the 1981-82 form that saw him earn A-A honors 
82-83 Record: 11-3 with a second place tournament finish . The lower weights will have plenty of depth but little 
82-83 vs UNI: 39-3 NI experience. 
Series Record: 10-0 
Letterwinners Lost: 5 
Returning : 10 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE January 16, 1984 Frost Arena (9,000) 7:30 
Head Coach: Ralph Manning 
Coaching Record: 62-27-2 (9 yrs) 
Classification : NCAA Div. II 
Nickname: Jackrabbits 
Conference: North Central 
82-83 Record: 5-7 
82-83 vs UNI: 42-8 NI 
Series Record: 25-3-1 
Letterwinners Lost: 2 
Returning: 9 
18 
SID: Ron Lenz (605) 688-4623 
Prospectus: The Jackrabbits will have an experienced squad taking the mats this season led by 
A-A Dave Cornemann (167) . Other wrestlers being counted on by Coach Manning are the Cox 
brothers, Dave {142), Don (150) and Doug (158) . Dave and Don are transfers from towa State. 
HWT Jim Fryer will be eligible at semester break to start competition. Ed Lohr (190) earned A-A 
honors in 1982 and is hoping to make another trip to the award stand this year. Another brother 
combo of Brad (126) and Brian (118) Brosdaho highlight the incoming class. 
MISSOURI January 22, 1984 West Gym- UNI 2:30 
Head Coach: Bob Kopnisky Prospectus: Experience is the key word for the 
Coaching Record: 88-36-3 (9 yrs) Tigers this year with the return of 4 senior starters 
Classification: NCAA Div. I and the addition of 6 junior college transfers. Joe 
Nickname: Tigers Spinazzola (118) leads the senior group having 
Conference: Big Eight finished 3rd in the Big 8 last year while Bruce 
82-83 Record: 4-10 Malinowski (126) finished 4th in the Big 8. John 
82-83 vs UNI: 20-19 NI Sonderegger (150) and Shepard Pittman (167) 
Series Record: 6-0 round out the returning group. JC transfers 
Letterwinners Lost: 4 include JUCO National Champs Mark Cody (177) 
Returning: 4 and Tommy Thompson (134) along with runner-
SID: Bill Callahan (314) 882-6501 up Tim Siekman (142). The top freshman is Craig 
Morton (158), a H.S. A-A from St. Louis and a 
Missouri State Champ. 
IOWA STATE January 28, 1984 UNI-Dome- UNI 7:30 
Head Coach: Dr. Harold Nichols Prospectus: The Cyclones will field a young but 
Coaching Record: 423-61-11 (30 yrs) talented squad. SR. Kevin Darkus (126) fin ished 
Classification: NCAA Div. I last season with a 32-4-1 record and finished 5th 
· ·· Nickname: Cyclones in the NCAAs. JR. John Thorn (118) won 30 bouts 
Conference: Big Eight and earned A-A honors. Joe Gibbons (142) was 
82-83 Record: 14-4-0 an A-A in '82 but missed last season due to injury. 
82-83 vs UNI: 33-6 ISU Newcomers to watch for the Cyclones include Joe 
Series Record: 11-27-0 Ghezzi (134), the Ohio H.S. champ and holder of 
Letterwinners Lost: 8 a 46-1 record his senior year and Mike Porcelli 
Returning: 8 (177) a transfer from San Diego City College and 
SID: Kirk Hendrix (515) 294-3372 the undefeated winner of 23 bouts, 20 by pins. 
DRAKE February 7, 1984 West Gym - UNI 7:30 
Head Coach: Dr. Lonnie Timmerman Prospectus: Following an outstanding recruiting 
Coaching Record: 181-106-6 (16 yrs) year, the Bulldogs will be looking to improve on 
Classification: NCAA Div. I their 12-10-1 mark. The Bulldogs should be 
Nickname: Bulldogs strong at 118 with Earl Snyder (19-9-2), 150 with 
Conference: Missouri Valley Fred Caslavka (24-13-2), 158 Ted Camamo 
82-83 Record: 12-10-1' (24-16-0) and HWT with Bob Harris (25-9-0). 
82-83 vs UNI: 45-4 NI Newcomers Dave Toops (190), Jeff Arnold (126) · 
Series Record: 2-0 and Scott Diveney (150) should improve the start-
Letterwinners Lost: 6 ing line-up. Caslavka has twice been named 
Returning: 10 Drake Most Valuable Wrestler while Harris was 
SID: Dave Williford (515) 271-3740 the only Bulldog to qualify for the NCAA Tourna-
ment. 
MICHIGAN STATE February 11, 1984 West Gym - UNI 2:30 
Head Coach: Grady Peninger Prospectus: The Spartans return 14 letterwin-
Coaching Record: 255-104-13 (36 yrs) ners for Coach Grady Peninger's 23rd season at 
Classification: NCAA Div. I East Lansing . Among the high points of the 
Nickname: Spartans upcoming season will be Coach Peninger's 200th 
Conference: Big Ten win at MSU. His current record with the Spartans 
82-83 Record: 10-4 is 191-90-9. Among the top returnees is Eli 
82-83 vs UNI: Did Not Meet Blazeff (177) a 5th place finisher in the NCAA last 
Series Record: 8-18-3 year and the holder of a 36-10-1 record. Also 
Letterwinners Lost: 1 Harrell Milhouse (118, 29-9-0) ; Mike Potts (190, 
Returning: 14 28-10-0) and Greg Sargis (150, 25-10-2). 
SID: Nick Vista (517) 355-2272 
NEBRASKA February 18, 1984 West Gym - UNI 2:30 
Head Coach: Bob Fehrs Prospectus: The Cornhuskers will prepare for 
Coaching Record: 110-40-2 (9 yrs) Big Eight and the NCAA Tournaments by wres-
Classification: NCAA Div. I tling a dual meet schedule that includes 8 of the 
Nickname: Cornhuskers top 16 finishers in the last year's NCAAs The 
Conference: Big Eight strength of the Huskers line-up will be in the last 
82-83 Record: 18-4 three weights with Jim Scherr (177), brother Bill 
82-83 vs UNI 24-16 Neb. Scherr (190) and sophomore redshirt Gary 
Series Record: 24-2-0 Albright (HWT) all having earned A-A honors dur-
Letterwinners Lost: 5 ing their careers. Bill Scherr has placed 3rd and 
Returning: 9 4th in the NCAA's the last two years and has a 
SID: Don Bryant (402) 472-2263 career record of 97-17. Jim Scherr has a career 
mark of 75-23-3. 
Panther Schedule . ... One of the Nation's Toughest 
The combined win-loss total of the eighteen teams on the UNI schedule for the 1982-83 
season is 189 wins, 74 losses and one tie. This equates to a 71 .5% winning percentage. Only 
two of the teams, Missouri and South Dakota State, had losing records. Individually, UNI 
grapplers will face 30 All Americans from Division I or Division II competition. 
1984 NCAA DIVISION I 
WRESTLING 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 
March 8, 9, 10, 1984 
Bryne Meadowlands 
Arena 
Bryne Meadowlands Arena, the 
newest addition to the modern Mead-
owlands Sports Complex, is the site 
of the 1984 NCAA Division I Wres-
tling Championship Tournament. 
The arena offers 20,000 unob-
structed view seats on two levels. 
Parking is no problem, with spaces 
available for 20,000 cars. 
Located in the heart of the New 
York-New Jersey-Connecticut met-
ropolitan area, Bryne Arena is easily 
accessible by all modes of travel. 
By air, Newark International Air-
port is just eight miles from the arena 
while JFK and LaGuardia Airports 
are within a 40 minute drive. 
By car, the tournament site is 
located on Exit 16W of the New 
Jersey Turnpike and is a short drive 
from 1-80 and the Garden State Park-
way. Bus and train service is also 
available in the area. 
NewYorkCity, "The Big Apple," is 
located five miles from the Arena and 
offers tournament goers a wide vari-
ety of activities ranging from fine res-
taurants to Broadway shows. 
For fans planning to attend the 
Tournament, lodging reservations 
should be made as soon as possible. 
All reservation requests should be 
; 
made through the Meadowlands 
Chamber of Commerce. Address all 
requests to: Housing Bureau, 1984 
NCAA Wrestling Championships, % 
Meadowlands Chamber of Com-
merce, 600 Washington Avenue, 
Carlstadt, N.J. 07072. 
All requests for tickets should be 
forwarded to the Bryne Meadow-
lands Arena. Prices vary according to 
location. Requests for the all-session 
tickets will be honored first and will be 
mailed after January 1st. If any single 
session tickets are available, they will 
be offered at a later date. Forward all 
ticket requests to : Meadowlands 
Arena, P.O. Box 512, East Ruther-
ford, NJ 07073. 
All personal checks , money 
orders or cashier's checks should be 
made payable to the Meadowlands 
Arena. 
TICKET PRICES 
6 Sessions - Lower Tier . .. . . $60 
6 Sessions - Upper Tier .... . $48 
(Rows 1-11) 
6 Sessions - Upper Tier . . . . . $36 
(Rows 12-24) 
Enclose $1.00 for postage and han-
dling. 
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A Look Dack on 
1982-81 
For the first time in 18 years, Chuck Patten was not sitting in the 
head coach's chair when the Panthers opened their season. Patten 
had retired from coaching at the end of the 1981-82 season and 
watched the opener from the stands with the rest of the UN I wrestling 
faithful. But his influence was not completely gone. His assistant of 
seven years, Don Briggs, had been handed the reins and now it was 
his turn to carry on the UNI wrestling tradition . 
When Patten retired , he did not leave the UNI wrestling "cup-
board" bare. Coach Briggs inherited a team with seven experienced 
letterwinners to man his ten weight classes. 
UNI opened their schedule at the Minnesota Quad with 190 
pounder Mark Johnson leading seven Panthers to medal finishes. 
Johnson was the highest placing UNI grappler, finishing second in 
his weight class. Following the Minnesota Quad, the Panthers 
entered the Northern Open in Madison, WI , and brought home 
another fistful of medals. Junior Jay Llewellyn led the way, winning 
the 167 pound title. 
With two tournaments under their belts and a pot full of medals to 
show for their efforts, UN I met the Wildcats of Kentucky in the West 
Gym for their dual opener. The Panthers had little trouble disposing 
of their SEC opponent. Winning nine of the ten bouts, UNI waltzed to 
an easy 41-3 win. Bob Hallman (118) and John Kriebs (HWT) won 
their bouts with pins. 
The Panthers returned to tournament action, hosting the UNI 
Open and walked away with three golds, two silvers and three 
bronze medals. Hallman, Randy Majors (126) and Johnson each 
won gold medals while Dave Morkel (134) and Randy Thompson 
(167) won silver. 
With the tournament season over, the Panthers began a 19-meet 
dual schedule that proved to be one of the most successful in school 
history. UNI met Northern Michigan in Cedar Falls, and continued 
the dual success started against Kentucky. The Purple and Gold 
won nine of ten, with a 5-5 tie in the tenth bout. UNI easily handled 
NMU, 45-2. 
Following two easy bouts, the Panthers hosted the University of 
Iowa in their third dual and found the going a little rough. The Hawk-
eyes won 33-8, with UNI points coming from Hallman's 2-2 tie with 
Tim Riley and a pair of 3 point decisions from Jay Llewellyn and 
Efonda Sproles (177) . With a 2-1 record , the Panthers started a win 
streak that would last for 11 bouts. Following two home meets with 
Cal-Bakersfield (33-8) and North Carolina (31-8). the Panthers 
made a trip to Pennsylvania, with stops at Lock Haven State, Lehigh 
and Clarion State. The Panthers won all three but not with the ease 
of their first four victories. Against Lock Haven, they won 25-14, but 
against the Engineers of Lehigh, it took a pin by HWT Kriebs to give 
the Panthers a 23-22 win . Against Clarion, the final score of 23-18 
was insured by strong performances from Llewellyn, Sproles and 
Johnson. 
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With the opening of the second semester, the Panthers again 
took to the road for a three-stop tour of Missouri and Illinois. With 
Kriebs again insuring the victory with a pin, the Panthers topped the 
University of Missouri 20-19 in a match where the Tigers dominated 
the middle weights. Leaving Columbia with their one point win, the 
Panthers traveled to Charleston, IL, for a match against Eastern 
Illinois. UNI had little trouble with EIU, winning 26-14. Their last stop 
was Champaign, IL and a match with the Illini. Winning seven of ten 
bouts, the Panthers headed for Cedar Falls with a 27-10 victory. 
On January 23, the Minnesota Gophers hosted the Panthers at 
Williams Arena only to lose a one point, 20-19 decision. A superior 
decision by Randy Majors and major decisions by Scott Morningstar 
(142), Larry Luttrell (150) and Mark Johnson aided the Panthers' 
effort. 
Returning home after seven consecutive away meets, the Pan-
thers hosted South Dakota State and Minnesota on consecutive 
nights. The Panthers handled SDSU 42-8 and handed the Gophers 
their second loss by a much wider margin 33-8. The Panthers won 
the first eight bouts before losing the 190 and heavyweight matches. 
Having won eleven in a row, the streak was stopped when UNI 
traveled to Ames and lost 33-6 to Iowa State. UN l's only points came 
from decisions by Llewellyn and Sproles. 
With a record of 13-2, the Panthers started another winning 
streak of four when they hosted Augustan a on February 1st. Winning 
nine of ten bouts, the Panthers earned a 39-3 win over their old North 
Central Conference rival. Drake was the next to visit Cedar Falls and 
the next Panther victim. Again , winning nine of ten, UNI won 45-4. 
With a 39-13 win over Mankato State, the Panthers hosted Divi-
sion 11 power Cal Poly and won their seventeenth match 34-12. 
Having tied the school record for most wins in a season, the Pan-
thers hoped their trip to Lincoln, NE, would bring them a record 
setting 18th win. It was not to be. The Cornhuskers, led by wins at 
158, 167, 177 and 190, defeated UNI 24-16. 
After a record-tying dual meet season, the Panthers entered their 
"second season" looking to improve on their tenth place finish in the 
1982 NCAA Tournament. The first order of business was to qualify 
as many wrestlers in the Midwest Regional as possible for their 
assault on the NCAAs. With the Midwest Regional being held in 
Cedar Falls, the Panthers qualified seven athletes and finished 
second behind LSU in the team race. HWT John Kriebs was the only 
gold medal winner for UNI with Randy Majors, Efonda Sproles and 
Mark Johnson each taking seconds in their respective weights. Bob 
Hallman and Jay Llewellyn rounded out the NCAA-bound Panther 
squad. 
In Oklahoma City, the Panthers achieved some success. Of the 
seven wrestlers to qualify, only two, Randy Majors (126) and John 
Kriebs (HWT) , were able to earn All-American honors. Majors 
finished third , the highest finish by a UNI wrestler in the NCAA's 
since 1979 when Kirk Myers earned a bronze medal at Ames. Kriebs 
ended the tournament with a fifth place finish . 
1982-81 Dual Meet Results 
Kentucky 41-3 1-0 Illinois 27-10 10-1 
Northern Michigan 45-2 2-0 Minnesota 20-19 11 -1 
Iowa 8-33 2-1 South Dakota State 42-8 12-1 
Cal-Bakersfield 33-6 3-1 Minnesota 33-8 13-1 
North Carolina 31-8 4-1 Iowa State 6-33 13-2 
Lock Haven State 25-14 5-1 Augustana 39-9 14-2 
Lehigh 23-22 6-1 Drake 45-4 15-2 
Clarion State 23-17 7-1 Mankato State 39-13 16-2 
Missouri 20-19 8-1 Cal Poly SLO 34-12 17-2 
Eastern Illinois 26-14 9-1 Nebraska 16-24 17-3 
NCAA Midwest Regional : 2nd place 7 National Qualifiers 
NCAA National Championships : 10th place 2 All Americans 
·1982-81 Individual Results 
NCAA NCAA SEASON FALLS 
Dual Tour Regionals Final TOTAL W/L 
11 8 Bob Hallman 13-5-1 13-4-0 3-1 0-2 29-12-1 910 
Paul Kreimeyer 8-3-0 10-5-1 18- 8-1 3/1 
Jeff Smith 0-0-0 1-4-0 1- 4-0 0/2 
Pat Pickford 1-0-0 0-1-0 1- 1-0 0/1 
126 Randy Majors 11-3-0 14-3-0 3-1 5-1 33- 8-0 5/0 
Joe Gribben 0-0-0 1-6-0 1- 6-0 015 
Blake Love 0-0-0 3-4-0 3- 4-0 010 
Brian Waddel 0-0-0 2-2-0 2- 2-0 010 
134 Dave Markel 9-5-0 12-5-0 2-2 I 23-12-0 6/1 
Shawn Kelly 1-0-0 7-6-1 8- 6-1 3/1 
Larry Shaffer 0-1-0 0-4-0 0- 5-0 010 
Brian Moore 0-0-0 1-4-0 1- 4-0 1/3 
142 Scott Morningstar 10-9-1 11-5-0 21-14-1 6/1 
Keith Carman 2-5-0 5-4-0 7- 9-0 1/2 
150 Larry Luttrell 13-2-0 10-5-0 3-2 0-2 26-11-0 3/2 
158 Jay Johnson 2-9-0 4-7-0 6-16-0 013 
Paul Cocco 1-3-0 5-3-0 6- 6-0 " 1/0 
Dan Huff 0-0-0 1-4-0 1- 4-0 0/2 
167 Jay Llewellyn 15-3-1 14-4-1 4-1 1-1 34- 9-2 710 
Randy Thompson 0-0-0 7-4-0 7- 4-0 0/1 
Joe Nekvenda 0-0-0 2-4-0 2- 4-0 2/1 
Dan Kelly 2-0-0 0-1-0 2-2 4- 3-0 1/2 
177 Efonda Sproles 18-1-0 7-3-0 3-1 2-1 30- 6-0 610 
Jeff Weatherman 0-0-0 1-5-0 1- 5-0 010 
Brett Hooper 0-0-0 0-4-0 0- 4-0 010 
190 Mark Johnson 13-6-0 4-2-0 3-1 0-2 20-11-0 5/3 
Todd Snitker 0-1-0 7-6-0 7- 7-0 4/2 
Scott Leonard 0-0-0 1-2-0 1- 2-0 010 
Kevin Carlson 0-1-0 1-4-0 1- 5-0 1 /1 
Randy McFadden 0-0-0 2-6-0 2- 6-0 ' 1/3 
HWT John Kriebs 13-6-0 5-3-0 3-0 5-2 26-11-0 15/1 
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1982-81 Match by Match Results 
UNI 41 vs. Kentucky 3 1-0 
Dec. 3, 1982 - Cedar Falls, IA 
118 Bob Hallman (UNI) pinned Daryl Brantley (KY) 2:03 
126 Randy Majors (UNI) sup. dee. Gerald Moore (KY) 18-3 
134 Dave Morkel (UNI) dee. Efrem Hawkins (KY) 9-4 
142 Scott Morningstar (UNI) maj. dee. Rob Clarkston (KY) 13-3 
150 Larry Luttrell (UNI) maj. dee. Rick Rindfuss (KY) 14-6 
158 Dave Grant (KY) dee. Paul Cocco (UNI) 8-4 
167 Jay Llewellyn (UNI) sup. dee. Brian Boone (KY) 16-2 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) sup. dee. Jim Waliga (KY) 24-6 
190 Mark Johnson (UNI) dee. Kurt Dunkle (KY) 8-4 
HWT John Kriebs (UNI) pinned Henry Lavender (KY) 4:53 
UNI 45 vs. Northern Michigan 2 2-0 
Dec. 10, 1982 - Cedar Falls, IA 
118 Bob Hallman (UNI) dee. Willie Ingold (NM) 16-11 
126 Randy Majors (UNI) pinned Tim Jensen (NM) 4:31 
134 Dave Morkel (UNI) sup. dee. Dave Milhein (NM) 31-5 
142 Scott Morningstar (UNI) drew Rich Friberg (NM) 5-5 
150 Larry Luttrell (UNI) sup. dee. Glenn Sartorelli (NM) 21-7 
158 Paul Cocco (UNI) dee. Tim Jones (NM) 13-10 
167 Jay Llewellyn (UNI) sup. dee. Jack Richardson (NM) 20-5 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) maj. dee. Dave Iverson (NM) 12-3 
190 Mark Johnson (UNI) pinned Steve Dean (NM) 1:20 
HWT John Kriebs (UNI) pinned Kevin Roush (NM) 1:00 
UNI 8 vs. Iowa 33 2-1 
Dec. 11, 1982 - Cedar Falls, IA 
118 Bob Hallman (UNI) drew Tim Riley (I) 2-2 
126 Barry Davis (I) maj. dee. Randy Majors (UNI) 16-5 
134 Jeff Kerber (I) sup. dee. Dave Morkel (UNI) 15-2 
142 Bob Kaufman (I) dee. Scott Morningstar (UNI) 8-6 
150 Jim Heffernan (I) dee. Larry Luttrell (UNI) 15-9 
158 Jim Zalesky (I) sup. dee. Paul Cocco (UNI) 23-8 
167 Jay Llewellyn (UNI) dee. Rico Chiapparelli (I) 12-5 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) dee. Matt Furey (I) 7-4 
190 Ed Banach (I) sup. dee. Mark Johnson (UNI) 22-5 
HWT Lou Banach (I) pinned John Kriebs (UNI) 2:53 
UNI 33 vs. California State-Bakersfield 8 3-1 
Dec. 18, 1982 - Cedar Falls, IA 
118 Bob Hallman (UNI) won by forfeit 
126 Randy Majors (UNI) maj. dee. Brian Stevens (CSB) 13-3 
134 Dave Morkel (UNI) dee. Mike Burch (CSB) 7-3 
142 Jesse Reyes (CSB) sup dee. S. Morningstar (UNI) 25-12 
150 Larry Luttrell (UNI) sup. dee. Troy Osborne (CSB) 17-4 
158 Jay Johnson (UNI) dee. Ray Mann (CSB) 10-7 
167 Jay Llewellyn (UNI) dee. Bob Button (CSB) 12-5 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) dee. Mark Loomis (CSB) 11-5 
190 Mike Blaske (CSB) dee. Mark Johnson (UNI) 8-5 
HWT John Kriebs (UNI) pinned Roger Herrera (CSB) 2:55 
UNI 31 vs. North Carolina 8 4-1 
Dec. 31, 1982 - Cedar Falls, IA 
118 Bob Hallman (UNI) maj. dee. Al Palacio (UNC) 15-6 
126 Randy Majors (UNI) sup. dee. John Aumiller (UNG) 29-10 
134 Dave Morkel (UNI) dee. Kevin Jacotot (UNC) 4-3 
142 S. Morningstar (UNI) maj . dee. Randy Lowery (LINC) 15-6 
150 Larry Luttrell (UNI) dee. Tim Plott (UNC) 7-2 
158 Tad Wilson (UNC) maj . dee. Jay Johnson (UNI) 11-2 
167 Jay Llewellyn (UNI) dee. Bill Gaffney (LINC) 6-2 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) dee. Brook Cessna (LINC) 3-1 
190 Bob Shriner (LINC) maj. dee. Todd Snitker (UNI) 11 -2 
HWT John Kriebs (UNI) pinned Tony Lasalandra (UNC) 2:33 
UNI 25 vs. Lock Haven State 14 5-1 
Jan. 3, 1983 - Lock Haven, PA 
118 Bob Hallman (UNI) sup. dee. Matt Avery (LHS) 19-5 
126 Mike Milward (LHS) dee. Randy Majors (UNI) 5-4 
134 Dave Morkel (UNI) maj. dee. G. D'Augustino (LHS) 19-9 
142 Scott Morningstar (UNI) dee. Tom Kreamer (LHS) 5-3 
150 Larry Luttrell (UNI) maj. dee. Waid Potter (LHS) 12-4 
158 Doug Buckwalter (LHS) pinned Jay Johnson (UNI) 5:58 
167 Jay Llewellyn (UNI) drew Steve Greenly (LHS) 11-11 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) maj. dee. Joe Ryan (LHS) 12-4 
190 Mark Johnson (UNI) dee. Ed Black (LHS) 6-5 
HWT Rick Petersen (LHS) dee. John Kriebs (UNI) 14-1 O 
UNI 23 vs. Lehigh 22 6-1 
Jan. 6, 1983 - Bethlehem, PA 
118 Bob Hallman (UNI) dee. Bob Weaver (L) 4-3 
126 Rich Santoro (l) pinned Paul Kreimeyer (UNI) 3:44 
134 Peter Schuyler (L) dee. Dave Morkel (UNI) 8-1 
142 Darryl Burley (L) pinned Scott Morningstar (UNI) 4:20 
150 Larry Luttrell (UNI) pinned Jamey Grebrowski (l) 4:11 
158 Roy Lobdell (L) dee. Jay Johnson (UNI) 9-4 
167 Jay Llewellyn (UNI) dee. Jim Reilley (L) 5-4 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) sup. dee. Jeff Turner (L) 17-5 
190 Bernie Brown (l) maj. dee. Mark Johnson (UNI) 12-4 
HWT John Kriebs (UNI) pinned Frank Koos (l) 2:10 
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UNI 23 vs. Clarion State 18 7-1 
Jan. 9, 1983 - Clarion, PA 
118 Jamey Kasser (CS) dee. Bob Hallman (UNI) 6-3 
126 Paul Kreimeyer (UNI) pinned Gary Laychur (CS) 1 :43 
134 Mark Ciccarello (CS) dee. Dave Morkel (UNI) 15-13 
142 Ken Mellis (CS) dee. Scott Morningstar (UNI) 4-1 
150 Larry Luttrell (UNI) dee. Glenn Ammon (CS) 15-12 
158 Nate Carter (CS) pinned Jay Johnson (UNI) 1:53 
167 Jay Llewellyn (UNI) dee. Rob Albert (CS) 6-2 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) sup. dee. Troy Jaggi (CS) 20-6 
190 Mark Johnson (UNI) pinned Kirk Betryn (CS) 6:37 
HWT Curt Olsen (CS) dee. John Kriebs (UNI) 8-6 
UNI 20 vs. Missouri 19 8-1 
Jan. 15, 1983 - Columbia, MO 
118 Bob Hallman (UNI) maj. dee. Clinton Brooks (M) 15-5 
126 Paul Kreimeyer (UNI) dee. Alfred Morgan (M) 10-6 
134 Kris Whelan (M) sup. dee. Dave Morkel (UNI) 19-6 
142 Bill Porter (M) dee. Scott Morningstar (UNI) 7-2 
150 John Sonderegger (M) dee. Keith Carman (UNI) 9-3 
158 Will Rosa (M) sup. dee. Jay Johnson (UNI) 13-0 
167 Shep Pittman (M) dee. Jay Llewellyn (UNI) 6-2 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) maj. dee. Doug Anderson (M) 13-5 
190 Mark Johnson (UNI) dee. Randy Sealby (M) 5-3 
HWT John Kriebs (UNI) pinned Mike Kleb (M) 1 :05 
UNI 26 vs. Eastern Illinois 14 9-1 
Jan. 16, 1983 - Charleston, IL 
118 Bob Hallman (UNI) sup. dee. Rob Warren (EIU) 17-5 
126 Derek Porter (EIU) maj. dee. Paul Kreimeyer (UNI) 14-4 
134 Dave Morkel (UNI) dee. Bernie Ruettiger (EIU) 5-3 
142 Scott Morningstar (UNI) sup. dee. Keith Presley (EIU) 23-5 
150 Oz Porter (EIU) dee. Keith Carman (UNI) 4-3 
158 Dan Sanko (EIU) maj. dee. Jay Johnson (UNI) 14-3 
167 Jay Llewellyn (UNI) dee. Mark Gronowski (EIU) 4-3 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) maj. dee. D. McCormack (EIU) 12-1 
190 Jeff Dillman (EIU) dee. Mark Johnson (UNI) 13-8 
HWT John Kriebs (UNI) pinned Chris Nickelson (EIU) 6:03 
UNI 27 vs. Illinois 10 10-1 
Jan. 17, 1983 - Champaign, IL 
118 Paul Kreimeyer (UNI) dee. Tim Hansen (I) 3-2 
126 Chris Davis (I) dee. Bob Hallman (UNI) 3-2 
134 Dave Morkel (UNI) dee. Scott Leisure (I) 4-1 
142 Mike Yates (I) dee. Scott Morningstar (UNI) 2-0 
150 Larry Luttrell (UNI) maj. dee. Pat Park (I) 15-5 
158 Jeff Johnson (I) maj. dee. Jay Johnson (UNI) 12-3 
167 Jay Llewellyn (UNI) dee. John Majors (I) 8-3 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) maj . dee. Dave Helmick (I) 12-4 
190 Mark Johnson (UNI) maj. dee. Terry Washington (I) 10-2 
HWT John Kriebs (UNI) pinned Tony Dougherty (I) 1 :12 
UNI 20 vs. Minnesota 19 11-1 
Jan. 23, 1983 - Minneapolis, MN 
118 Ed Giese (M) dee. Bob Hallman (UNI) 5-4 
126 Randy Majors (UNI) sup. dee. Bob Sarvey (M) 20-3 
134 Dave Morkel (UNI) dee. Scott Hanna (M) 7-3 
142 Scott Morningstar (UNI) maj. dee. Joe Goetz (M) 12-2 
150 Larry Luttrell (UNI) maj. dee. Steve Martinez (M) 11-2 
158 Darrell Gholar (M) sup. dee. Jay Johnson (UNI) 17-4 
167 Jim Trudeau (M) dee. Jay Llewellyn (UNI) 9-4 
177 Mike Foy (M) sup. dee. Efonda Sproles (UNI) 33-13 
190 Mark Johnson (UNI) maj. dee. Eric Lehrke (M) 12-2 
HWT Al Jenson (M) dee. John Kriebs (UNI) 7-2 
UNI 42 vs. South Dakota State 8 12-1 
Jan. 28, 1983 - Cedar Falls, IA 
118 Bob Hallman (UNI) pinned Marty Venner (SDSU) 5:35 
126 Paul Kreimeyer (UNI) sup. dee. Ed Birnbaum (SDSU) 14-2 
134 Randy Majors (UNI) sup. dee. Jeff Kahnke (SDSU) 20-7 
142 Scott Morningstar (UNI) dee. Dave Cox (SDSU) 6-3 
150 Jim Strande (SDSU) dee Keith Carman (UNI) 8-4 
158 Don Cox (SDSU) sup. dee. Jay Johnson (UNI) 14-1 
167 Jay Llewellyn (UNI) sup. dee. D. Cornemann (SDSU) 19-7 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) pinned Jeff Lelltlers (SDSU) 4:36 
190 Mark Johnson (UNI) pinned Ed Lohr (SDSU) 2:13 
HWT John Kriebs (UNI) pinned Jim Fryer (SDSU) 2:03 
UNI 33 vs. Minnesota 8 13-1 
Jan. 29, 1983 - Cedar Falls, IA 
118 Bob Hallman (UNI) dee. Ed Giese (M) 8-3 
126 Randy Majors (UNI) sup. dee. Todd Guse (M) 20-7 
134 Dave Morkel (UNI) pinned Bob Sarvey (M) 4:39 
142 Scott Morningstar (UNI) maj . dee. Scott Hanna (M) 16-5 
150 Keith Carman (UNI) maj. dee. Manuel Guerro (M) 15-6 
158 Jay Johnson (UNI) dee. Eric Lehrke (M) 8-5 
167 Jay Llewellyn (UNI) maj. dee. Darrell Gholar (M) 12-1 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) maj. dee. Jim Trudeau (M) 19-9 
190 Mike Foy (M) pinned Mark Johnson (UNI) 2:05 
(Point taken Minnesota - unsportsmanlike conduct) 
HWT Al Jenson (M) dee. John Kriebs (UNI) 8-5 
UNI 6 vs. Iowa State 33 13-2 
Jan. 31, 1983 - Ames, IA 
118 John Thorn (IS) dee. Bob Hallman (UNI) 4-3 
126 Kevin Darkus (IS) dee. Randy Majors (UNI) 6-4 
134 Stewart Carter (IS) inj. def. Dave Morkel (UNI) 
142 Randy Conrad (IS) dee. Scott Morningstar (UNI) 12-7 
150 Nate Carr (IS) sup. dee. Keith Carman (UNI) 18-5 
158 Murrary Crews (IS) dee. Larry Luttrell (UNI) 8-5 
167 Jay Llewellyn (UNI) dee. Jim Lord (IS) 6-3 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) dee. Tom Pickard (IS) 6-3 
190 Mike Mann (IS) pinned Mark Johnson (UNI) 4:13 
HWT Wayne Cole (IS) dee. John Kriebs (UNI) 18-9 
UNI 39 vs. Augustana (SD) 3 14-2 
Feb. 1, 1983 - Cedar Falls, IA 
118 Bob Hallman (UNI) pinned Craig Sanders (A) 1 :57 
126 Craig Pressler (A) dee. Paul Kreimeyer (UNI) 8-6 
134 Randy Majors (UNI) dee. Nick Karantinos (A) 8-3 
142 Scott Morningstar (UNI) inj. def. Jon Groskreutz (A) 
150 Keith Carman (UNI) dee. Ed Hogan (A) 6-2 
158 Larry Luttrell (UNI) dee. Mike Specht (A) 10-8 
167 Jay Llewellyn (UNI) pinned Dave Kempema (A) 5:27 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) pinned Jaye Glanshan (A) 1 :03 
190 Mark Johnson (UNI) dee. M~rk Young (A) 4-2 
HWT John Kriebs (UNI) dee. Keith Hanson (A) 6-0 
UNI 45 vs. Drake 4 15-2 
Feb. 4, 1983 - Des Moines, IA 
118 Bob Hallman (UNI) sup. dee. Ben Mims (D) 21-4 
126 Paul Kreimeyer (UNI) dee. Jeff Christy (D) 8-2 
134 Randy Majors (UNI) pinned Matt Lenaghan (D) 4:25 
142 Scott Morningstar (UNI) won by default 
150 Fred Caslavka (D) maj. dee. Keith Carman (UNI) 15-5 
158 Larry Luttrell (UNI) sup. dee. Ted Camamo (D) 20-8 
167 Jay Llewellyn (UNI) dee. Barry Preslaski (D) 7-1 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) sup . dee. Scott Wallace (D) 25-2 
190 Mark Johnson (UNI) pinned Gordon Bye (D) 4:44 
HWT John Kriebs (UNI) won by default 
UNI 39 vs. Mankato State 13 16-2 
Feb. 7, 1983 - Mankato, MN 
118 Paul Kreimeyer (UNI) sup. dee. Jerry Wahstka (MS) 18-6 
126 Pat Pickford (UNI) sup. dee. Russ Mullenberg (MS) 20-2 
134 Rich Keller (MS) sup. dee. Larry Shaffer (UNI) 25-4 
142 Shawn Kelly (UNI) drew Brian Cramer (MS) 3-3 
150 Scott Morningstar (UNI) pinned Duane Heiling (MS) 2:03 
158 Larry Luttrell (UNI) pinned Bob Phillips (MS) 4:17 
167 Dan Kelly (UNI) pinned Mike Omann (MS) 4:41 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) pinned Paul Johnson ·(MS) 6:02 
190 Mark Johnson (UNI) dee. Joel Loose (MS) 3-2 
HWT Matt Wychor (MS) pinned Kevin Carlson (UNI). 2:40 
UNI 34 vs. Cal Poly - San Luis Obispo 12 17-2 
Feb. 11, 1983 - Cedar Falls, IA 
118 Al Gutierrez (CP) dee. Bob Hallman (UNI) 8-7 
126 Paul Kreimeyer (UNI) pinned Dondi Teran (CP) 3:47 
134 Randy Majors (UNI) sup. dee. Chris Delong (CP) 22-7 
142 Jeff Barksdale (CP) maj. dee. Scott Morningstar (UNI) 11-3 
150 Larry Luttrell (UNI) sup. dee. David Wpod (CP) 31-9 
158 Louie Montano (CP) sup. dee. Jay Johnson (UNI) 22-9 
167 Jay Llewellyn (UNI) dee. Howard Lawson (CP) 9-5 
177 Efonda Sproles (UNI) pinned Jeff Steward (CP) 2:03 
190 Mark Johnson (UNI) dee. Jeff Pankratz (CP) 8-3 
HWT John Kriebs (UNI) pinned Alonzo West (CP) 0:45 
UNI 16 vs. Nebraska 24 17-3 
Feb. 19, 1983 - Lincoln, NE 
118 Bob Hallman (UNI) dee. Matt Campbell (N) 16-10 
126 Paul Kreimeyer (UNI) drew Al Francis (N) 3-3 
134 Randy Majors (UNI) dee. Chris Marisette (N) 10-7 
142 Al Freeman (N) dee. Scott Morningstar (UNI) 8-1 
150 Larry Luttrell (UNI) sup. dee. Dave Goldman (N) 31 -16 
158 Rory Cahoj (N) pinned Dan Kelly (UNI) 4:59 
167 Ray Oliver (N) dee. Jay Llewellyn (UNI) 10-3 
177 Jim Scherr (N) sup. dee. Paul Cocco (UNI) 25-13 
190 Bill Scherr (N) sup. dee. Mark Johnson (UNI) 22-6 
HWT John Kriebs (UNI) dee. Mike Knox (N) 6-1 
1983 NCAA MIDWEST REGIONAL RESULTS 
February 26-27, 1983 - Cedar Falls, IA 
118 Bob Dickman, Indiana State 
Mike Clevenger, LSU 
BOB HALLMAN, NORTHERN IOWA 
126 Derek Porter, Eastern Illinois 
RANDY MAJORS, NORTHERN IOWA 
Tom Pecora, Marquette 
134 Jim Edwards, LSU 
Tim Conchran, Tennessee 
Brent Lofstedt, Southern Oregon 
142 Jeff Barksdale, Cal Poly 
Nathan Winner, Southern Oregon 
Eric Hershberger, LSU 
.. 150 Lex Roy, LSU 
Dave Holler, Illinois State 
Pat O'Donnell, Cal Poly 
158 Louie Montano, Cal Poly 
Kevin Jackson, LSU 
Dave Grant, Kentucky 
167 Mark Gronowski, Eastern Illinois 
Mike Jones, Illinois State 
JAY LLEWELLYN, NORTHERN IOWA 
177 Clarence Richardson, LSU 
EFONDA SPROLES, NORTHERN IOWA 
Wayne Catan, Tennessee 
190 Jeff Dillman, Eastern Illinois 
MARKJOHNSON, NORTHERNIOWA 
Kent Elliott, LSU 
HWT JOHN KRIEBS, NORTHERN IOWA 
Randy Taylor, LSU 
Bob Harris, Drake 
Team Standings: LSU 146; UNI 122; Cal Poly-SLO 101 ; Eastern Illinois 82; Tennessee 65; Indiana State 61 ; Southern Oregon 54%; Illinois 
State 50Y4; Kentucky 35; Marquette 19%; Drake 11%; Notre Dame 5Y2; Southwest Missouri State 3. 
1983 NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS 
March 10-12, 1983 - Myriad Convention Center, Oklahoma City, OK 
118 1. Adam Cuestas, Cal-Bakersfield 2. Charlie Heard, UT-Chatt. 3. Bob Dickman, Indiana St. 4. John Thorn, Iowa St. 5. Tim 
Riley, Iowa 6. Anthony Calderaio, Slippery Rock 7. Mike Erb, Oregon 8. Al Guiterrez, Cal Poly. 
126 1. Barry Davis, Iowa 2. Gary Bohay, Arizona State 3. RANDY MAJORS, UNI 4. Scott Lynch, Penn St. 5. Kevin Darkus, 
Iowa St. 6. F.rank Famiano, Brockport 7. Rich Santoro, Lehigh 8. Don Stevens, SIU-Eds'ville 
134 1. Clare Anderson, Okla. St. 2. Clint Burke, Oklahoma 3. Pete Schuyler, Lehigh 4. Khris Whelan, Missouri 5. Jeff Kerber, Iowa 
6. Rick Burton, Ohio St. 7. Bill Marino, Penn St. 8. Gary Scriven, Weber St. 
142 1. Darryl Burley, Lehigh 2. Al Freeman, Nebraska 3. Harlan Kistler, Iowa 4. Andrew McNerney, Harvard 5. Randy Conrad, 
Iowa St. · 6. Leo Baily, Okla. St. 7. Anthony Surage, Rutgers 8. John Giura, Wisconsin 
150 1. Nate Carr, Iowa St. 2. Kenny Monday, Okla. St. 3. Roger Frizzell, Oklahoma 4. Jim Heffernan, Iowa 5• Dave Holler, 
Illinois St. 6. Wes Gasner, Wyoming 7. Pat O'Donnell, Cal Poly 8. Ron Winnie, Brockport 
158 1. Jim Zalesky, Iowa 2. Lou Montano, Cal Poly 3 . Kevin Jackson, LSU 4. Matt Skove, Okla. St. 5. Chris Catalfo, Syracuse 
6. Fred Worthem, Michigan St. 7. Chris Mondragon, N.C. St. 8. Murray Crews, Iowa St. 
167 1. Mike Sheets, Okla. St. 2. John Reich, Navy 3. Jan Michaels, UNC 4. Ray Oliver, Nebraska 5. Sylvester Carver, Fresno St. 
6. Jim Trudeau, Minnesota 7. Pete Capone, Hofstra 8. Mike Jones, Illinois St. 
177 1. Mark Schultz, Oklahoma 2. Duane Goldman, Iowa 3. Ed Potokar, Ohio St. 4. Clare Richardson, LSU 5. Eli Blazeff, Michi· 
gan St. 6. Bob Harr, Penn St. 7. Wayne Catan, Tennessee 8. Scott Mansur, Portland St. 
• 
190 1. Ed Banach, Iowa 2. Mike Mann, Iowa St. 3. Bill Sherr, Nebraska 4. Jim Baumgardner, Oregon St. 5. Tim Morrison, Rider 
6. Dan Chaid, Oklahoma 7. Doug Perkins, Stanford 8. Jeff Dillman, Eastern Illinois 
HWT 1. Lou Banach, Iowa 2. Wayne Cole, Iowa St. 3. Mitch Shelton, Okla. St. 4. Mark Rigatuso, Neb-Omaha 5. JQHN KRIEBS, 
UNI 6. Tab Thacker, N.C. St. 7. George Fears, Navy 8. Kahlen O'Hara, UNLV 
Team Standings 
1. Iowa 
2. Oklahoma St. 




7. Penn St. 
8. LSU 













12. Michigan St. 
13. Ohio St. 
14. Arizona St. 
14. Tenn-Chatt. 
16. N.C. St. 
17. Illinois St. 














The Source of Our Strength 
One day in the winter of 1923, stu-
dents from Iowa State Teachers College 
walked on to the mat for their first inter-
collegiate wrestling meet. The ISTC 
squad faced Cornell College from Grin-
nell, and won 16-8. This opening victory 
proved an omen of the success that 
would follow: It was from that first victory 
that the first step was taken in a climb 
that would lead the program to the 
pinnacle of the wrestling world. Five 
decades and 400 wins later, the UNI 
wrestling program has a tradition that 
serves as a source of pride and a source 
of strength for its many fans. 
THE PRE-WORLD WAR II YEARS 
Paul Bender guided the first UNI 
PANTHERS IN DIVISION II 
Bill Koll assumed the head coaching 
spot after McCuskey's departure for the 
University of Iowa. Between 1953 and 
1964, ISTC wrestlers produced a 
71-42-6 record and three NCAA 
champs. Jim Harmon won the 157 
pound crown in 1953, Bill Weick took the 
155 pound title in 1955, while Bill Dotson 
became the school's only NCAA champ 
in both Division I and II , winning the 137 
pound class in 1963. 
wrestling squad to a 18-9-1 mark during Bill Smith - 1952 Gold Medalist, Helsinki 
Chuck Patten was named as ISTC's 
fifth head coach in 1965 and for the next 
18 years guided the Panthers to domi-
nance in Division 11. His 218-86-8 career 
mark makes him the winningest coach in 
school history. He guided 58 performers 
to All-American status and tutored 16 
national champions. His 1975 and 1978 his four year stint. That period is high- . 
lighted by victories over Oklahoma, Cornell and Wisconsin. 
In 1930, Bender was appointed dean of men and turned the reins 
over to Dave McCuskey, the man most responsible for creating a 
wrestling powerhouse. McCuskey compiled a 102-37-7 record while 
guiding the Panthers to an NCAA title, four runner-up spots and 
coached nine wrestlers to a total of 16 NCAA individual titles. 
McCuskey's first season was highlighted by the crowning of 
UNl's first NCAA placewinner. Jesse Arends took second place in 
the 118 pound class while teammate Orville Orr placed third at 155. 
The next milestone came in 1937, when the Panthers crowned their 
first NCAA champion. Ray Cheyney took first place honors at 135 
and led the team to a third place finish . That would be the highest 
finish for the Panthers until after the Second World War. 
Following a three year absence from competition due to the war, 
ISTC in 1946 began its thrust into the national limelight. 
THE GOLDEN ERA 
1946 marked the end of the war and the return of wrestling to 
ISTC. In its first year of competition ISTC crowned three NCAA 
champs. Gerald Leeman won the 128 pound title and was named the 
Tournament MVP. Cecil Mott won the 121 title while Bill Koll won the 
145 pound title. This would be the first of three national titles won by 
Koll during his amazing career. The next year, ISTC would again 
place second in the tournament with Koll, Russ Bush (128) and Bill 
Nelson (165) taking titles. A Panther wrestler would again walk away 
with MVP trophy as Koll took the honors. In 1948, Koll was again 
named Tournament MVP as he captured his third title capping a 
collegiate career that saw him win 72 bouts without a defeat. In 1949, 
the Panthers won the AAU title and finished second in the NCAAs. 
Three wrestlers, Nelson (165), Bill Smith (1 65) and Keith Young 
(145) each won national titles. 
In 1950, Coach McCuskey's long awaited dream came true. With 
the tournament being held in Cedar Falls, the Panthers captured the 
National title running away. With one of the most awesome mat 
teams ever assembled, ISTC racked up enough points in the semi-
finals to claim the title. Nelson (155) won his third title while Young 
(145) and Smith (165) won their second. Leverne Klar (128), Floyd 
Oglesby (136) and Fred Stoeker (HWT) all were placewinners. 
In 1951 , Young became the third ISTC grappler to win three 
national titles. The following year, 1952 marked the end of the 
McCuskey Era. From 1947 through 1952, ISTC won 53 of 60 dual 
meets, claimed three MVP awards at the NCAA meet, crowned 16 
NCAA champs, won two AAU titles, one NCAA title and were run-
ners-up four times. 
24 
squads won NCAA Division II titles while the 1970-72-7 4 and 80 
squads placed second. His teams placed in the top three eleven 
times during his 18 year tenure. 
Kirk Myers ( 190) and Gary Bentrim ( 142 & 158) were three time 
national champs for Patten in Division II action while Don Parker 
(177), Kent Osboe (HWT), Jim Miller (134) and Ken Snyder (142) 
were two time winners. Bentrim earned titles at 142 in 1976 and 1977 
and took the 1978 championship at 158 pounds. Myers collected 
190 pound titles in 1978-79-80 and capped his career in 1982 with a 
fifth place spot at the Division I tournament. He is the only Panther to 
win 30 or more matches in all four years of collegiate competition and 
compiled a career mark of 134-28-1 with 61 falls. Patten's 1972 
national heavyweight champ, Mike Mccready, would go on to take 
the gold medal at the 1975 Pan Am Games and become Iowa's most 
successful Greco-Roman wrestler with a total of seven Greco 
National titles to his credit. 
In 1982, Patten retired from coaching and handed the rein of 
control to his long time assistant Don Briggs. In his first year as head 
man, Briggs led his squad to a 17-3 dual meet record and a tenth 
place finish at the NCAA Division I tournament. Two of his grapplers, 
Randy Majors (134) and John Kriebs (HWT) earned All American 
honors with third and fifth place finishes respectively. The prospects 
for the future are bright with four UNI winners, Bob Hallman (118), 
Jay Llewellyn (158) Dion Cobb (167) and John Kriebs (HWT) all 
looking to top 100 wins for their careers. 
Hall of Fame Members 














UNI U.S. Wrestling Federation 
National Hall of Fame Members 
William Koll, Wrestler 
Gerald Leeman, Wrestler 
David McCuskey, Coach 
William Smith, Wrestler 
Keith Young, Wrestler 
Finn Eriksen, Contributor 
[ All Time Opponents 
Series Last Series Last 
Opponent w L T Began Meeting Opponent w L T Began Meeting 
Arizona State 0 2 1 1969 1981 Michigan 0 3 0 1927 1976 
Auburn 0 1 0 1980 1980 Michigan State 8 18 3 1943 1972 
Augustana (SD) 10 0 0 1973 1983 Minnesota 20 19 4 1931 1983 
Athletes in Action 1 1 0 1975 1980 Minot State 1 0 0 1969 1969 
Bemidji 3 0 0 1967 1969 Missouri 6 0 0 1934 1983 
Cal-Bakersfield 1 1 0 1981 1983 Monclair State 1 0 0 1969 1969 
Cal-Poly SLO 2 5 0 1972 1983 Monmouth 2 0 0 1928 1929 
Carson-Newman 1 0 0 1980 1980 Morningside 6 0 0 1969 1977 
Central Florida 3 0 0 1979 1980 Moorhead State 10 2 0 1969 1978 
Central Michigan 1 0 0 1973 1973 Navy 0 1 0 1971 1971 
Central Missouri 3 0 0 1974 1980 Nebraska 24 2 0 1935 1983 
- Chicago University 4 0 0 1931 1941 Nebraska-Omaha 3 1 0 1975 1978 
Cincinnati 1 0 0 1973 1973 North Carolina 2 0 0 1981 1983 
Clarion State 1 0 0 1983 1983 North Carolina State 1 0 0 1981 1981 
Cleveland State 4 1 0 1976 1982 North Dakota 6 1 0 1968 1977 
Colorado 1 5 0 1962 1967 North Dakota State 7 2 1 1969 1978 
Colorado Mines .3 3 0 1940 1968 Northeast Missouri 4 0 0 1968 1981 
Colorado State 3 3 0 1940 1968 Northern State 1 0 0 1968 1968 
Concordia 1 0 0 1967 1967 Northern Illinois 10 0 3 1958 1975 
Cornell (IA) 29 9 1 1923 1981 Northern Michigan 2 0 0 1982 1983 
Denver 1 0 0 1950 1950 Northwestern 4 1 0 1928 1982 
Des Moines University 4 0 0 1924 1927 Northwest Missouri 4 0 0 1969 1974 
Drake 2 0 0 1982 1983 Oklahoma 4 2 0 1926 1952 
East Carolina 1 0 0 1981 1981 Oklahoma State 0 4 0 1961 1965 
Eastern Illinois 1 0 0 1983 1983 Oklahoma Tech 2 0 0 1948 1949 
Eastern Michigan 5 0 0 1967 1971 Ohio State 2 0 0 1978 1979 
Ellsworth 1 0 0 1925 1925 Omaha 7 0 0 1950 1963 
Florida 2 0 0 1977 1979 Oregon 2 1 0 1973 1981 
Florida International 2 0 0 1979 1980 Oregon State 1 3 0 1973 1981 
Fort Hays State 1 0 0 1967 1967 Parsons 1 0 0 1925 1925 
Franklin & Marshall 1 0 0 1972 1972 Purdue 9 1 0 1929 1979 
Georgia 0 1 . 0 1980 1980 South Dakota 8 0 0 1970 1977 
Georgia Tech 1 0 0 1969 1969 South Dakota State 25 3 1 1'954 1983 
Grinnell 2 0 0 1938 1939 Simpson 2 0 0 1924 1925 
Illinois 18 9 3 1930 1983 Southern Illinois 2 1 0 1974 1979 
Illinois State 3 0 0 1955 1971 St. Cloud State 5 0 0 1961 1978 
Indiana 0 2 0 1936 1972 Tennessee 0 1 0 1977 1977 
Iowa 8 17 2 1930 1983 Tennessee-Chatanooga 1 0 0 1977 1977 
Iowa State 11 27 0 1924 1983 Upper Iowa 1 0 0 1970 1970 
Kansas State 7 0 0 1937 1957 Valley State 1 0 0 1968 1968 
Kentucky 5 1 0 1976 1983 Wartburg 1 0 0 1980 1980 
Lehigh 3 0 0 1976 1983 Western Illinois 7 0 0 1948 1979 
Lock Haven State 2 0 0 1982 1983 W~st Virginia 1 0 0 1982 1982 
Louisiana State 1 0 1 1980 1981 Wheaton 7 0 0 1946 1952 
Luther 25 1 0 1954 1981 Winona State 5 2 1 1961 1981 
Mankato State 21 9 0 1953 1983 Wisconsin 13 3 0 1'927 1971 
Marquette 2 0 0 1963 1982 Wyoming 1 4 0 1960 1964 
UNI Wr•stling R•cords I I UNI Coaching R•cords 
Most Wins in a Season ........ . ........ 17 (1968-69, 1982-83) Coach Years w L T PCT. 
Most Losses in a Season . ........ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 (1962-63) Paul Bender 1923-30 (8) 18 9 1 .660 
Consecutive Dual Victories ........... . ..... ... .. 32 (1948-51) David McCuskey 1931-52 (20) 102 31 7 .754 
Most Points in a Season . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 622 (1979-80) William Koll 1953-64 (11) 71 42 6 .621 
Biggest Score in a Dual Meet . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 vs Purdue (1979) Edward Lyons 1957-58 (1) 8 2 1 .773 
Biggest Score Against in a Dual Meet . . . . . . . . 41 vs Iowa (1979) Chuck Patten 1965-82 (18) 218 86 8 .712 
Widest Margin of Victory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54-0 vs Purdue (1979) Don Briggs 1982- (1) 17 3 0 .850 
Widest Margin of Defeat .. .. . . ............ 41-3 vs Iowa (1979) The Record 1923-83 (59) 434 173 , 23 .683 
Most Pins in a Dual Meet . . . . . . . . . . . 7 vs Western Illinois (1948) 
Consecutive Dual Losses ...... . . . .. . . .. ... . 6 (1936-37, 1963) 





































Year by Year Records I 
UNI Opp. NCAA UNI Opp. NCAA 
Coach w L T Points Points Place Year Coach w L T Points Points Place 
Paul Bender 1 0 0 16 8 1956 Bill Koll 10 0 0 220 85 10th 
Paul Bender 2 2 0 47 34 1957 Bill Koll 6 3 0 169 107 
Paul Bender 4 1 0 85 25 1958 Ed Lyons . 8 2 1 213 106 14th (T) + 
Paul Bender 2 1 0 51 35 1959 Bill Koll 8 4 0 228 118 
Paul Bender 2 2 0 66 38 1960 Bill Koll 6 3 2 177 139 
Paul Bender 2 0 0 51 15 1961 Bill Koll 10 2 0 230 109 8th (T) 
Paul Bender 4 0 0 94 32 1962 Bill Koll 5 9 0 193 197 5th 
Paul Bender 1 3 0 35V2 85V2 1963 Bill Koll 5 7 1 168 193 3rd* 
Dave McCuskey 3 2 0 93V2 561/2 1964 Bill Koll 6 7 0 146 232 8th* 
Dave McCuskey 5 2 0 1421/2 83V2 1965 Chuck Patten 2 8 0 90 255 
Dave McCuskey 2 1 0 46V2 45V2 1966 Chuck Patten 6 5 0 159 197 10th* 
Dave McCuskey 3 2 1 100V2 80V2 7th(T) 1967 Chuck Patten 10 7 1 324 244 3rd* 
Dave McCuskey 3 3 0 135% 78V2 1968 Chuck Patten 17 4 0 454 228 8th* 
Dave McCuskey 1 6 0 84V2 1191/2 1969 Chuck Patten 14 4 0 404 223 3rd* 
Dave McCuskey 4 2 1 138 78 3rd (T) 1970 Chuck Patten 13 1 2 321 195 2nd* 
Dave McCuskey 6 1 0 141 V2 84V2 13th (T) 1971 Chuck Patten 12 3 0 367 181 7th* 
Dave McCuskey 4 3 0 123% 901/2 1972 Chuck Patten 12 5 0 382 237 2nd* 
Dave McCuskey 7 1 0 148W 79112 8th (T) 1973 Chuck Patten 9 6 1 359 241 4th* 
Dave McCuskey 7 0 1 144 70 10th (T) 1974 Chuck Patten 15 2 0 551 152 2nd* 
Dave McCuskey 2 4 0 68 98 10th (T) 1975 Chuck Patten 15 4 0 499 241 1st* 
Dave McCuskey 2 0 1 57 31 No Meet 1976 Chuck Patten 13 8 0 451 342 3rd* 
No Wrestling No Meet 1977 Chuck Patten 13 7 0 414 365 3rd* 
No Wrestling No Meet 1978 Chuck Patten 12 4 0 376 241 1st* 
Dave McCuskey 5 0 1 127 51 2nd 1979 Chuck Patten 11 5 0 448 224 3rd* 
Dave McCuskey 5 0 2 154 51 2nd 1980 Chuck Patten 14 5 1 622 281 2nd* 
Dave McCuskey 8 1 0 225 57 4th 1981 Chuck Patten 15 6 0 589 302 12th 
Dave McCuskey 9 0 0 197 60 2nd 1982 Chuck Patten 15 2 0 538 165 10th 
Dave McCuskey 11 0 0 256 51 1st 1983 Don Briggs 17 3 0 576 272 10th 
Dave McCuskey 9 1 0 192 89 4th 59 Yrs 6 Coaches 434 173 23 13,235 8285 
Dave McCuskey 6 2 0 152 71 2nd 
Bill Koll 4 2 1 112 89 4th T-Tie 
Bill Koll 3 4 0 83 115 *NCAA Division II 
Bill Koll 8 1 2 200 118 11th + 2nd Place NAIA 
Driggs' Athletes in th• Coaching Ranks 
Since Don Briggs' arrival at UNI in 1974 under Chuck Patten, he and Patten have played an important part in 
guiding and inspiring their student-athletes to pursue careers in teaching and coaching. Briggs has seen 35 former 
pupils enter the coaching ranks since his arrival and hopes to continue the strong tradition of UNI graduates in that 
field. 
Tim Balvanz, Washington, IA 
Rick Benson, Sioux City, IA 
Mike Bird, Lacrosse, WI 
Jim Blasingame, West Des Moines, IA 
Dick Briggs, Cedar Rapids, IA 
Larry Dawson, Pleasantville, IA 
Randy Dodd, Dike, IA 
Ron Dodd, Northwood, IA 
Dick Erickson, Kansas City, MO 
Kevin Finn, Cedar Falls, IA 
Hans Goettsch, Ft. Dodge, IA 
Brent Hagen, Denison, IA 
Paul Herder, Janesville, IA 
Chuck Huff, Cedar Rapids, IA 
Bob Jensen, Mt. Pleasant, IA 
Tim Johnson, Stillwater, OK 
Jim Keck, Spencer, IA 
Dan Keller, Urbandale, IA 
Mike Knight, Hastings, NE 
Steve Knipp, Waterloo, IA 
Kevin Kurth, Cedar Falls, IA 
Jon Moeller, Saydel, IA 
Brian Moore, Keosauqua, IA 
Keith Poolman, Oelwein, IA 
Dave Prehm, Britt, IA 
John Prior, Yorkville, IL 
Marv Reiland, Eagle Grove, IA 
Larry Sallis, Waterloo, IA 
Steve Shirk, Wilton, IA 
Larry Soderberg, Marshalltown, IA 
Ed Sheakley, Ritter, OK 
Jay Struve, Vinton, IA 
Hal Turner, Cedar Rapids, IA 
Ken Wilkins, Clinton, IA 
Mike Woodall, Eagle Grove, IA 
Univ•rsity of North•rn Iowa Dual R•sults 
1921-1981 
1923 (1-0) 1935 (3-3) 1942 (2-4) 1951 (9-1-0) 
16 Cornell 8 25 Wisconsin 6 11 Cornell 19 15 Illinois 9 
13 Iowa 21 6 Illinois 24 27 Wheaton 3 
1924 (2-2) 20 V2 Missouri 8V2 15 Iowa State 11 21 Michigan State 10 
0 Iowa State 21 14 Minnesota 18 16 Nebraska 12 22 Iowa State 6 
16 Simpson 2 24 Nebraska 6 9 Iowa 15 8 Oklahoma 20 
7 Cornell 11 9 Cornell 19 11 Minnesota 17 17 Nebraska 8 
24 Des Moines 0 30 Omaha 7 
1936 (1-6) 1943 (2-0-1) 17 Minnesota 11 
1925 (4-1) 11 Iowa State 17 27 Minnesota 3 18 Purdue 6 
12 Ellsworth 0 201/2 Nebraska 91/2 14 Michigan State 14 17 Cornell 9 
18 Des Moines 5 12112 Cornell 15V2 16 Iowa State 14 
9 Cornell 11 12 Minnesota 18 1952 (6-2) 
35 Parsons 0 11 Iowa State 15 1944-45 No Wrestling 11 Purdue 14 
· 11 Simpson 9 8 Indiana 22 21 Michigan State 8 
9V2 Iowa 22 V2 1946 (5-0-1) 29 Wheaton 2 
1926 (2-1) 29 Minnesota 5 8 Oklahoma 19 
18 Des Moines 5 1937 (4-2-1) 17 Illinois 11 19 Minnesota 8 
6V2 Cornell 201/2 15'12 Iowa State 16V2 25 Nebraska 5 26 Nebraska 4 
26V2 Oklahoma 9 1/2 171/2 Kansas State 10112 20 Iowa State 10 18 Iowa State 10 
9 '12 Minnesota 20% 12 Michigan State 12 26 Cornell 4 
1927 (2-2) 24 Wisconsin 10 24 Wheaton 8 
11 Michigan 12 23 112 Cornell 4 1/2 1953 (4-2-1) 
14 Wisconsin 9 32 Missouri 0 1947 (5-0-2) 14 Illinois 14 
33 Des Moines 0 16 Iowa 16 25 Iowa State 5 16 Cornell 11 
8 Cornell 17 12 Cornell 12 21 Marquette 11 
1938 (6-1) 14 Illinois 14 14 Purdue 13 
1928 (2-0) 35 Grinnell 5 33 Wheaton 3 19 Mankato State 8 
20 Northwestern 15 19% Cornell 141/2 28 Kansas State 5 15 Minnesota 16 
31 Monmouth 0 15V2 Minnesota 12% 27 Minnesota 3 13 Michigan State 16 
13 Iowa State 21 15 Michigan State 9 
1929 (4-0) 19 Iowa 11 1954 (3-4) 
26 Northwestern 8 23 V2 Nebraska 6V2 1948 (8-1-0) 14 Purdue 13 
19 Purdue 13 16 Wisconsin 14 13 Michigan State 14 19 S.D. State 10 
32 Monmouth 0 24 Wheaton 6 11 Mankato State 14 
17 Wisconsin 11 1939 (4-3) 28 Nebraska 5 4 Michigan State 24 
6 Illinois 20 23 Iowa State 5 16 Luther 13 
1930 (1-3) 24 Wisconsin 8 28 Minnesota 11 8 Minnesota 22 
8 Iowa State 25 32 V2 Grinnell 1112 24 Oklahoma Tech 5 11 Cornell 19 
13 '12 Wisconsin 12V2 21 Cornell 13 38 Western Ill. 0 
7V2 Illinois 26 1/2 11 Minnesota 17 19 Oklahoma 11 1955 (8-1-2) 
6112 Iowa 21 V2 9 Iowa State 21 28 Cornell 0 15 Kansas State 15 
20 Iowa 10 12 Minnesota 12 
1931 (3-2) 1949 (9-0-0) 20 Illinois State 6 
4V2 Illinois 23 1/2 1940 (7-1) 18 Illinois 10 24 S.D. State 6 
8 Iowa State 20 25 Nebraska 5 15 Michigan State 9 20 Mankato State 14 
25 Minnesota 5 23 Colorado State 5 32 Oklahoma Tech 0 27 Nebraska 3 
27 Chicago 5 13V2 Illinois 10V2 22 Oklahoma 6 14 Cornell 12 
29 Cornell 3 15 Cornell 11 29 Wheaton 5 27 Luther 10 
17 Iowa State 13 24 Nebraska 5 16 Purdue 12 
1932 (5-2) 14 Minnesota 1-8 26 Iowa State 5 16 Michigan S\pte 11 
6 Iowa State 28 15 Iowa 9 14 Minnesota 12 9 Illinois 17 
21 Northwestern 11 26 Wisconsin 8 17 Cornell 8 
29 Chicago 3 1956 (10-0) 
13 Iowa State 21 1941 (7-0-1) 1950 (11-0) 23 Illinois State 9 
34 Wisconsin 0 12 Minnesota 12 24 Oklahoma 5 19 Wisconsin 11 
19V2 Iowa 4 1/2 14 Illinois 12 25 Wheaton 3 15 Michigan State 11 
20 Cornell 16 23 Kansas State 7 18 Michigan State 6 26 Minnesota 6 
17 Cornell 11 29 Purdue 5 21 Mankato State 10 
1933 (2-1) 21 Chicago 3 27 Denver 3 26 Illinois 8 
17V2 Cornell 10V2 15 Iowa 11 23 Nebraska 3 32 S.D. State 0 
3 Iowa State 27 27 . Nebraska 5 23 Illinois 2 15 Cornell 9 
26 Iowa 8 15 Iowa State 9 21 Minnesota 8 24 Luther 8 
20 Iowa State 5 21 Nebraska 13 
1934 (3-2-1) 29 Omaha 3 
30 Wisconsin 0 17 Cornell 8 
6 Iowa State 28 
20 V2 Missouri 6V2 
14 Iowa 14 
19 Minnesota 11 
11 Cornell 21 
27 
1957 (6-3) 1963 (5-7-1) 1968 (17-4-0) 1971 (12-3) 
34 S.D. State 0 21 St. Cloud State 8 32 Cornell 8 17 Minnesota 15 
16 Wisconsin 14 17 South Dakota St. 9 25 Illinois 5 18 Iowa 12 
19 Cornell 11 9 Mankato State 17 13 Colorado State 17 6 Navy 26 
17 Kansas State 12 12 Colorado St. U. 14 34 St. Cloud State 3 28 Northern 8 
8 Mim:1esota 22 12 Minnesota 12 24 Northern State 8 Illinois 
14 Michigan State 16 3 Iowa State 23 19 Valley State 12 9 Wisconsin 23 
27 Nebraska 3 99 Colorado U. 19 19 S.D. State 16 22 Illinois State 16 
6 Mankato State 22 15 Wyoming 18 28 Luther 9 31 Luther College 9 
28 Luther 7 5 Michigan State 20 25 Western Illinois 9 23 N.D. State 12 
22 Luther 8 21 Northeast 16 45 North Dakota 3 
1958 (8-2-1) 23 Omaha 8 Missouri 23 Mankato State 14 
16 Cornell 13 14 Illinois 13 16 Luther 17 30 S.D. State 5 
17 Michigan State 11 6 Oklahoma State 24 20 Eastern 9 44 South Dakota 3 
25 S.D. State 5 Michigan 11 Michigan State 21 
9 Mankato State 17 1964 (6-7-0) 23 North Dakota 6 24 Eastern 12 
12 Illinois 12 18 Luther 10 27 Mankato State 14 Michigan 
9 Minnesota 19 17 Ill inois 13 6 Michigan State 21 37 Moorhead State 2 
22 Kansas State 10 14 South Oak. St. 11 22 Northern Illinois 11 
28 Wisconsin 0 0 Oklahoma St. 30 26 Nebraska 3 1972 (12-5) 
25 Nebraska 5 7 Michigan St. 21 6 Iowa 21 6 Michigan State 31 
31 Luther 3 20 Colorado St. 7 24 Purdue 8 6 Iowa 24 
19 Northern Ill. 11 3 Colorado U. 27 23 Northern Illinois 6 43 Moorhead State 3 
3 Wyoming U. 29 21 Moorhead State 9 28 Franklin & 10 
1959 (8-4) 6 Minnesota 20 Marshall 
21 Cornell 9 9 Mankato St. 19 1969 (14-4-2) 30 Luther 6 
10 Michigan State 16 23 Winona St. 5 22 South Dakota 11 25 Northern State 13 
34 Omaha 0 0 Iowa State 34 State 18 Minnesota 15 
11 Wisconsin 14 20 Nebraska 6 27 Northwest 8 9 Indiana 21 
19 Illinois 12 Missouri 18 Northwestern 13 
16 Colorado Mines 10 1965 (2-8-1) 25 Luther 8 9 Iowa 25 
24 Luther 7 25 Luther 9 20 Moorhead State 8 19 South 14 
11 Mankato State 15 12 So. Dakota St. 12 27 North Dakota 5 Dakota State 
27 Nebraska 3 11 Illinois 15 State 26 Mankato State 12 
10 Minnesota 24 ' 5 Mankato State 29 22 Minot State 9 12 Cal-Poly 22 
23 S.D. State 3 0 Minnesota 28 17 Bemidji State 13 48 North Dakota 3 
22 Northern Ill. 5 7 Colorado 20 21 North Dakota U 11 25 North 11 
0 Okla. State 36 16 Arizona State 16 Dakota State 
1960 (6-3-2) 0 Iowa State 32 18 Nebraska 11 35 South Dakota 5 
12 Northern Ill. 12 18 Cornell 11 14 Minnesota 17 25 Western Illinois 9 
14 S.D. State 13 6 Michigan State 20 5 Michigan State 23 
24 Omaha 8 6 Winona State 22 28 Eastern Michigan 3 1973 (9-6-1) 
29 Nebraska 5 29 Georgia Tech 8 21 Central 14 
5 Colorado Mines 22 1966 (6-5-0) 11 Michigan 18 Michigan 
3 Wyoming 23 17 Illinois 15 13 Mankato State 19 28 Cincinnati 13 
15 Michigan State 15 18 Nebraska 14 21 Western Illinois 5 17 Northern Il linois 17 
15 Mankato State 13 34 Cornell 3 25 Morningside 11 34 South Dakota 6 
33 Luther 3 25 Luther 10 14 Northern Illinois 14 19 South 21 
16 Cornell 11 0 Iowa State 35 29 Cornell 5 Dakota State 
11 Minnesota 14 16 St. Cloud 14 38 Luther 3 
9 S.D. State 18 1970 (13-1-2) 28 Colorado 11 
1961 (10-2-0) 18 Mankato St. 16 23 Eastern 9 12 Minnesota 24 
20 Northern Ill. 6 6 Moorhead St. 25 Michigan 31 Moorhead State 9 
19 S.D. State 9 10 Michigan St. 24 24 North Dakota U 8 18 North 15 
18 Mankato State 11 6 Winona St. 23 15 Winona State 15 Dakota State 
32 Cornell 0 19 Luther 13 43 Augustana 2 
12 Michigan State 20 1967 (10-7-1) 23 Moorhead State 14 8 Cal-Poly 27 
11 Iowa State 16 5 Michigan State 25 17 Purdue 16 13 Mankato State 19 
14 Colorado State 12 21 Eastern 11 27 Northern Illinois 8 28 Oregon 11 
17 Winona State 10 Michigan 33 Morningside 3 12 Oregon State 23 
17 Minnesota 9 16 Illinois 15 3 Michigan State 31 9 Iowa 26 
29 Luther 3 29 Fort Hayes State 7 19 Northeast 16 
27 Omaha 2 18 Bemidji 13 Missouri 
14 Wyoming 11 3 Wisconsin 26 15 N.D. State 15 
28 Luther 3 17 Upper Iowa 15 
1962 (5-9) 25 S.D. State 6 19 Mankato State 14 
27 Omaha 3 6 Mankato State 23 25 South Dakota 8 
13 S.D. State 16 13 Moorhead State 17 State 
8 Michigan State 19 29 Concordia 6 24 South Dakota U 6 
11 Minnesota 17 12 Colorado 17 18 Cornell 14 
16 Mankato State 14 7 Michigan State 22 
6 Colorado St. U. 20 29 Il linois 6 
7 Wyoming 22 16 Minnesota 16 
13 Colorado 15 34 Cornell 3 
8 Iowa State 17 22 Northern Illinois 8 
23 Luther 3 11 Iowa State 20 
6 Illinois 20 
25 St. Cloud St. 5 
23 Winona State 7 
7 Oklahoma State 19 
28 
1974 (15-2-0) 1977 (12-8) 1980 (14-5-1) 1983 (17-3-0) 
15 Southern 18 3 Iowa 37 39 Cleveland 7 41 Kentucky 3 
Illinois 21 Augustan a 14 State 45 N. Michigan 2 
30 Illinois 11 43 Luther 3 42 Wartburg 4 8 Iowa 33 
38 Luther 0 27 South Dakota 11 37 Luther 6 33 Cal Bakersfield 6 
31 North 7 24 Illinois 10 3 Iowa 41 31 North Carolina 8 
Dakota State 38 Morningside 9 23 Louisiana State 23 25 Lock Haven St. 14 
46 South Dakota 2 29 Florida 17 44 Augustana (IL) 2 23 Lehigh 22 
47 Morningside 4 23 Tennessee- 12 39 Florida 9 23 Clarion St. 17 
34 South 9 Chattan. International 20 Missouri 19 
Dakota State 12 Tennessee 24 46 Carson- 3 26 East. Illinois 14 
36 Augustan a 8 25 Kentucky 19 Newman 27 Illinois 10 
22 St. Cloud State 9 7 Cleveland State 27 43 Central Florida 7 20 Minnesota 19 
17 Iowa 15 7 Oregon State 31 15 Auburn 26 42 S. Dakota St. 8 
21 Mankato State 19 36 St. Cloud State 9 15 Georgia 19 33 Minnesota 8 
19 Minnesota 23 6 North 33 16 Kentucky 25 6 Iowa State 33 
21 Northern 12 Dakota State 9 Iowa State 24 39 Augustana 3 
Illinois 15 North Dakota 17 39 Central Missouri 5 45 Drake 4 
39 Moorhead State 5 15 Cal-Poly 21 42 Northeast 3 39 Mankato St. 13 
32 Northwest 4 22 Mankato State 18 Missouri 34 Cal Poly SLO 12 
Missouri 31 Nebraska- 3 16 Athletes 31 16 Nebraska 24 
-49 Central Missouri 0 Omaha In Action 
33 Western Illinois 6 9 Iowa State 34 37 Winona State 3 
21 South 16 21 South 16 
1975 (15-4-0) Dakota State Dakota State 
35 Luther 6 31 Augustana (S.D.) 8 
47 Moorhead State 3 1978 (12-4) 41 Mankato State 5 
43 North Dakota 6 19 Cleveland State 15 24 Minnesota 14 
18 North 14 17 Iowa 26 
Dakota State 28 Western Ill inois 8 1981 (15-6-0) 
14 Illinois 20 31 St. Cloud State 7 8 Iowa 40 
29 Augustan a 9 14 Minnesota 21 47 NE Missouri 6 
44 Morningside 0 12 Illinois 24 43 Luther 6 
39 South Dakota 18 9 Iowa State 31 12 Iowa State 28 
11 Cal Poly 22 39 Moorhead State 7 47 Central Florida 5 
28 St. Cloud State 9 34 North 12 40 North Carolina 5 
17 Northwestern 14 Dakota State 26 North 17 
27 South 12· 34 Mankato State 8 Carolina State 
Dakota State 18 Kentucky 16 24 East Carolina 17 
35 Montclair State 5 22 Nebraska- 15 24 Oregon State 14 
29 Northern 9 Omaha 15 Arizona State 27 
Illinois 29 South 6 19 Cal-Poly SLO 17 
17 Mankato State 15 Dakota State 45 Winona State 0 
21 Nebraska- 12 24 Augustana (S.D.) 20 22 Northwestern 17 
Omaha 21 Ohio State 12 52 Cornell 0 
19 Minnesota 20 25 Southern Illinois 13 15 Oregon 21 
18 Athletes 16 37 Mankato State 9 
in Action 1979 (11-5-0) 37 South 6 
8 Iowa 31 6 Iowa 32 Dakota State 
14 Iowa State 27 23 Louisiana State 20 
1976 (13-8) 40 Western Illinois 9 17 Cal-Bakersfield 29 
27 Cleveland 6 45 Central 3 12 Nebraska 23 
State Missouri State 24 Missouri 15 
31 Luther College 9 30 Southern Illinois 17 
26 Kentucky 24 41 U of Central 6 1982 (15-2-0) 
27 Southern 18 Florida 24 Cleveland State 9 
Illinois 31 Florida 17 32 Northern 12 
17 Illinois 19 International U Michigan 
21 Lehigh 15 27 South 10 9 Iowa 34 
41 Moorhead State 0 Dakota State 46 Marquette 3 
39 Morningside 3 22 U of Florida 14 44 Drake 0 
23 South 12 16 Cal Poly 17 27 Northwestern U 11 
Dakota State 7 Oregon State 31 24 Lock Haven State 13 
23 Augustana 9 33 Ohio State 8 30 West Virginia 12 
13 Michigan 27 54 Purdue 0 23 Lehigh 18 
35 South Dakota 5 University 10 Iowa State 23 
13 Southern Illinois 15 42 Mankato State 5 40 Illinois 3 
14 North 18 13 Arizona State 18 27 Missouri 11 
Dakota State 27 U of Oregon 10 52 Mankato State 0 
13 Mankato State 21 45 South 0 
8 Iowa 37 Dakota State 
17 Nebraska- 23 44 Augustana (S.D.) 3 
Omaha 27 Nebraska 10 
14 Iowa State 26 34 Kentucky 3 
19 Nebraska 14 
11 Northwestern 23 
19 Minnesota 18 
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UNI Panthers Gallery of Stars 
Bill Koll 
Three-time NCAA champion in 
1946-47-48 * 72-0 career record in 
both dual and tournament competi-
tion * First two-time NCAA tourna-
ment MVP * Olympian at 1948 
Games in London * MVP at 1948 
Olympic trials , Ames , IA * Taken 
down only one time during career 
and a victim of a reversal only twice * 
Former Head Coach at Northern 
Iowa and Penn State University. 
Bill Dotson 
Earned All-American honors in both 
Division I & II * Won the 137 pound 
title in both divisions in 1963 * Placed 
second in 1962 tournament * Was 
undefeated in dual meet competition 
*Is the only UNI grappler ever to win 
NCAA titles in both divisions. 
Gerald Leeman 
1946 NCAA champion (128 pounds) 
* 1946 NCAA tournament MVP * 
Undefeated in dual competition dur-
ing career * 1948 Silver Medal ist at 
Olympic Games in London * First 
high school junior to ever win a 
national AAU title (112 pounds in 
1940) * Three-time Iowa state prep 
champ at Osage * Former Head 
Wrestling Coach at Lehigh Univer-
sity. 
Gary Bentrim 
Won NCAA Division II titles in 1976, 
77, 78 * Member of the 1978 UNI 
National Championship team * Won 
the Iowa State High School Tourna-
ment as a senior after placing second 
his junior year * Ended his high 
school career with a 93-8-1 record 
and was undefeated his senior year 
winning 27 bouts. 
Bill Nelson 
Three-time NCAA champion (165 
pounds in '47-'48; 155 pounds in '49) 
in 1947-48-49 * Three-time national 
AAU champion in 1948-49-50 * 
Undefeated in dual competition dur-
ing career * Olympian at the 1948 
Games in London. 
Ken Synder 
Earned All -American honors three 
times * Won the NCAA Division II title 
in 197 4 and 1975, placed second in 
the 1973 * Finished third and fifth in 
the NCAA Division I Tournament in 
197 4 and 1975 respectively * Won 
the Iowa State High School crown 
while at Columbus High in Waterloo. 
- -. 
Bill Smith 
Two-time NCAA champion (165 
pounds) in 1949-50 • Three-time 
AAU national champ in 1949-50-51 
(160.5 pounds) • Olympic Gold 
Medalist at the 1952 Games in Hel-
sinki * 1956 Olympic qualifier • 
Undefeated in dual competition dur-
ing career* Ended four-year winning 
streak of Oklahoma mat great Dan 
Hodge in 1956. 
Jim Miller 
Earned NCAA Division I & II All-
American honors in 197 4 and 1975 * 
Crowned NCAA Division II National 
Champ in 1975 after two fourth place 
finishes in 1973 & 7 4 •Placed second 
in Division I tournament in 197 4 and 
fourth in 1975 * Won 30 or more 
bouts in 3 seasons • Won three North 
Central Conference titles. 
Keith Young 
Three-time NCAA champion (145 
pounds) in 1949-50-51 * Three-time 
AAU national champion (147.5 
pounds) in 1949-50-51 •One of two 
Panther grapplers to go undefeated 
in both tournament and dual competi-
tion during his career* Young's three 
titles, coupled with Koll 's three cham-
pionships, kept the 145-pound title at 
ISTC for six consecutive years. 
Keith Poolman 
Four-time NCAA Division II All-Amer-
ican at 167 • Won 167 pound class in 
1978 * Finished 4th in 1976, 77, 79 • 
Compiled a 72-12-4 record * State 
runner-up at Clarion High * Member 
of the 1976 UNI National Champion-
ship Team* Won three North Central 
Conference titles and placed second 
his fourth year. 
Mike Mccready 
1972 NCAA Division II national 
champion at heavyweight * 1975 
Gold Medalist at Pan American 
Games (heavyweight) • Iowa's most 
successful Greco-Roman wrestler 
with seven national Greco titles to his 
credit* Three-time track and field All-
American at UNI in shot put * 1971 
All-American in discus. 
Kirk Myers 
Three-time NCAA Division II national 
champion (190 pounds) in 
1978-79-80 •Three-time NCAA Divi-
sion I All-American (190 pounds) in 
1978-79-82 * Finished career with a 
134-28-1 mark and 61 pins • First 
wrestler in UNI history to win 30 or 
more matches four consecutive sea-
sons • 1977 Iowa state champ ( 185 
pounds) at Algona• 198~ NCAA Mid-
west Regional tourney MVP. 
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University of Northern Iowa NCAA Placewinners 
Panther All-Americans NCAA Division I 
44 All-Americans Placing 67 Times 
1931 (at Brown University) 
118 - Jesse Arends, 2nd 
155 - Orville Orr, 3rd 
1932 (at Indiana University) 
145 - Maynard Harmon, 3rd 
HWT - Gus Gerber, 3rd 
1937 (at lndfana St. University) 
118 - Davis Natvig, 2nd 
135 - Ray Cheyney, 1st 
1938 (at Penn State University) 
118 - Davis Natvig, 3rd 
1940 (at University of Illinois) 
121 - Delbert Jensen, 3rd 
136 - Roger lssacson, 2nd 
1941 (at Lehigh University) 
145 - Vernon Hassman, 2nd 
1942 (at Michigan State University) 
175 - Leon Martin, 2nd 
1946 (at Oklahoma A&M) 
121 - Cecil Mott, 1st 
128 - Gerald Leeman, 1st 
145 - William Koll, 1st 
1947 (at University of Illinois) 
128 - Russell Bush, 1st 
145 - William Koll , 1st 
165 - William Nelson, 1st 
1948 (at Lehigh University) 
147.5 - William Koll , 1st 
191 - LeRoy Alitz, 4th 
1949 (at Colorado A&M) 
128 - Russell Bush, 3rd 
136 - Luverne Klar, 3rd 
145 - Keith Young, 1st 
155 - William Nelson, 1st 
165 - William Smith, 1st 
1950 (at Northern Iowa) 
121 - Frank Altman, 3rd 
128 - Luverne Klar, 4th 
136 - Floyd Oglesby, 2nd 
145 - Keith Young, 1st 
155 - William Nelson, 1st 
165 - William Smith, 1st 
HWT - Fred Stoeker, 2nd 
1951 (at Lehigh University) 
130 - Gene Lybbert, 3rd 
147 - Keith Young, 1st 
1952 (at Colorado A&M) 
130 - Gene Lybbert, 1st 
137 - Jim Morris, 2nd 
147 - Jim Harmon, 2nd 
157 - Bill Weick, 1st 
1953 (at Penn State University) 
123 - Tom Mccarron, 3rd 
157 - Jim Harmon, 1st 
191 - Gus Gatto, 4th 
1955 (at Cornell University) 
157 - Bill Weick, 1st 
191 - Gus Gatto, 4th 
1956 (at Oklahoma A&M) 
147 - Dick Heaton, 3rd 
1957 (at University of Pittsburgh) 
157 - Dale Ketelson, 3rd 
1958 (at University of Wyoming) 
157 - Dick Heaton, 4th 
1961 (at Oregon State University) 
123 - Francis Freeman, 4th 
130 - David Jensen, 2nd 
1962 (at Oklahoma State University) 
123 - Francis Freeman, 2nd 
137 - Bill Dotson, 2nd 
1963 (at Kent State University) 
137 - Bil l Dotson 
1967 (at Kent State University) 
191 - Don Parker, 6th 
1969 (at Brigham Young University) 
130 - Marv Reiland, 6th 
HWT - Kent Osboe, 6th 
1972 (at University of Maryland) 
HWT - Mike Mccready, 3rd 
1974 (at Iowa State University) 
134 - Jim Miller, 2nd 
142 - Ken Snyder, 3rd 
1975 (at Princeton University) 
134 - Jim Miller, 4th 
142 - Ken Snyder, 5th 
1978 (at University of Maryland) 
190 - Kirk Myers, 6th 
1979 (at Iowa State University) 
190 - Kirk Myers, 3rd 
1981 (at Princeton University) 
142 - Ken Gallagher, 5th 
158 - Dion Cobb, 4th 
1982 (at Iowa State University) 
142 - Ken Gallagher, 7th 
177 - Joe Gormally, 7th 
190 - Kirk Myers, 5th 
1983 (at Oklahoma City) 
126 Randy Majors 3rd 
HWT John Kriebs 5th 
NCAA Division II All-Americans 
46 All-Americans Placing 76 Times 
1963 (at Northern Iowa) 
115 - Gary Pollard, 3rd 
137 - Bil l Dotson, 1st 
147 - Jim Sanford, 1:;t 
157 - Dick Austin, 2nd 
167 - Ron Mehlin, 4th 
177 - Steve Hoemann, 4th 
1964 (at Northern Iowa) 
137 - Bob Trautman, 4th 
167 - Jim Monroe, 2nd 
1966 (at Mankato State) 
160 - Dave Steinkamp, 6th 
177 - Don Parker, 1st 
· 1967 (at Wilkes College) 
137 - Jerry Bond, 2nd 
177 - Don Parker, 1st 
HWT - Kent Osboe, 2nd 
1968 (at Mankato State) 
145 - Jerry Bond, 4th 
HWT - Kent Osboe, 1st 
1969 (at Cal Poly-SLO) 
130 - Marv Reiland, 2nd 
160 - Jim Guver, 3rd 
167 - Skip Bellock, 6th 
HWT - Kent Osboe, 1st 
1970 (at Ashland College) 
134 - Marv Reiland, 4th 
158 - Clint Young, 4th 
167 - Vince Bellock, 2nd 
177 - Bob Boeck, 3rd 
HWT - Mike Mccready, 3rd 
1971 (at North Dakota State) 
158 - Clint Young, 1st 
190 - Randy Omvig, 5th 
1972 (at New York State) 
134 - Jon Moeller, 5th 
142 - Mark Fox, 4th 
190 - Joe Hatchett, 2nd 
HWT - Mike Mccready, 1st 
1973 (at South Dakota State) 
126 - Dave Nicol, 4th 
134 - Jim Miller, 4th 
142 - Ken Snyder, 2nd 
HWT - Randy Omvig, 4th 
1974 (at Fullerton State) 
126 - Tom Garcia, 1st 
134 - Jim Miller, 1st 
142 - Ken Snyder, 1st 
167 - Dan Keller, 4th 
177 - Rich Erickson, 6th 
HWT - Randy Omvig, 4th 
1975 (at East Stroudsburg State) 
118 - Dave Cunningham, 2nd 
134 - Jim Miller, 1st 
142 - Ken Snyder, 1st 
177 - Dick Erickson, 2nd 
HWT - Randy Omvig, 1st 
1976 (at North Dakota State) 
118 - Dave Cunningham, 5th 
134 - Bruce McClure, 4th 
142 - Gary Bentrim, 1st 
150 - Jim Blasingame, 3rd 
167 - Keith Poolman, 4th 
177 - Dan Kel ler, 2nd 
1977 (at Northern Iowa) 
126 - Jeff Melvin, 5th 
142 - Gary Bentrim, 1st 
150 - Dick Briggs, 4th 
167 - Keith Poolman, 4th 
190 - Ed Herman, 6th 
1978 (at Northern Iowa) 
118 - Dave Prehm, 2nd 
134 - Kevin Finn, 4th 
150 - Dick Briggs, 3rd 
158 - Gary Bentrim, 1st 
167 - Keith Poolman, 1st 
177 - Joe Gormally, 4th 
190 - Kirk Myers, 1st 
1979 (at South Dakota State) 
134 - Kevin Finn, 4th 
142 - Larry Luttrell, 6th 
150 - Ken Gallagher, 3rd 
167 - Keith Poolman, 4th 
177 - Joe Gormally, 2nd 
190 - Kirk Myers, 1st 
HWT - Kevin Kurth, 5th 
1980 (at Nebraska-Omaha) 
126 - Brent Hagen, 2nd 
150 - Ken Gallagher, 1st 
167 - Dion Cobb, 6th 
177 - Efonda Sproles, 2nd 
190 - Kirk Myers, 1st 
HWT - Kevin Kurth ,' 6th 
University of Northern Iowa NCAA Champions 
University Division (20) 
1937 - Ray Cheney, 135 
1946 - Cecil Mott, 121 
1946 - Gerald Leeman, 128· 
1946 - Bill Koll, 145 
1947 - Bill Koll , 145 .. 
1947 - Russ Bush, 128 
1947 - Bill Nelson, 165 
1948 - Bill Koll , 145 ... 
1949 - Bill Nelson, 165 
1949 - Bill Smith, 165 
1949- Keith Young, 145 
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1950 - Bill Nelson, 155 
1950 - Bill Smith, 165 
1950 - Keith Young, 145 
1951 - Keith Young, 145 
1952 - Gene Lybbert, 130 
1952 - Bill Weick, 157 
1953 - Jim Harmon, 157 
1955 - Bill Weick, 157 
1963 - Bill Dotson, 137 
·outstanding Westler, NCAA in 1946. 
.. Outstanding Wrestler, NCAA in 1947. 
... Outstanding Wrestler, NCAA in 1948. 
College Division 
(Division II) (22) 
1963 - Bill Dotson, 137 
1963 - Jim Sanford, 147 
1966 - Don Parker, 177 
1967 - Don Parker, 177 
1968 - Kent Osboe, HWT 
1969 - Kent Osboe, HWT 
1971 - Clint Young, 158 
1972 - Mike Mccready, HWT 
1974-Tom Garcia, 126 
1974 - Jim Miller, 134 
1974 - Ken Snyder, 142 
1975 - Jim Miller, 134 
1975 - Ken Snyder, 134 
1975 - Randy Omvig, HWT 
1976 - Gary Bentrim, 142 
1977 - Gary Bentrim, 142 
1978 - Gary Bentrim, 158 
1978 - Ki rk Myers, 190 
1978 - Keith Poolman, 167 
1979 - Kirk Myers, 190 
1980 - Kirk Myers, 190 
1980 - Ken Gallagher, 150 
______ Yl_r_e_st_l_in_g_D __ ic_ti_o_n_a_ry ____ ~I l ______ s_c_o_ri_n_g_S_u_m_m __ a_ry ____ __, 
DECISION - If no fall occurs in three periods, the contestant scoring the 
greater number of points will be declared the winner. 
DEFAULT - One of the wrestlers is unable to continue wrestling for any 
reason. 
DEFENSIVE STARTING POSITION - Defensive wrestler is on his hands 
and knees in the center of the mat and faces away from the timers' table. Both 
knees must be kept on the mat. The heels of both hands must be on the mat. 
The elbows shall not touch the mat. 
DISQUALIFICATION - A wrestler is banned from competition, for 
flagrant misconduct, greasy substance on skin, objectionable pads and 
braces, illegal equipment or iilegal costume. After the third penalty for illegal 
holds, technical violations, stalling or unnecessary roughness. 
- ·• ESCAPE - When the defensive wrestler gains a neutral position and the 
offensive wrestler has lost control. 
FALL- Any part of both shoulders or area of both scapulas held in contact 
with the mat for one second. Shoulders must not be out-of-bounds. 
FLAGRANT MISCONDUCT - Unncessary roughness or abusive con-
duct determined by the referee to be flagrant. One team point is deducted. 
FORFEIT - Received by a wrestler when his opponent, for any reason, 
fails to appear for the match. Wrestler receiving a forfeit must be dressed to 
wrestle at mat-side. 
INTERLOCKING HANDS - A wrestler in the advantage position may not 
lock or overlap his hands, fingers or arms around his opponent's body or both 
legs unless the opponent has all of his weight supported on his feet or has him 
in a pinning situation. 
NEUTRAL POSITION -,,One in which neither wrestler has control. 
NEAR-FALL - Offensive wrestler has control of his opponent in a pinning 
situation with both shoulders stopped within 4 inches of the mat or with one 
shoulder touching the mat and the other shoulder held at an angle of 45 
degrees or less. A continuous roll-through is not a near-fall. 
OUT OF BOUNDS - When the supporting parts of NEITHER wrestler are 
inside the boundary. 
POSITION OF AD VANT AGE - A contestant is in control and maintaining 
restraining power over his opponent. 
REVERSAL - When the defensive wrestler comes from underneath and 
gains control of his opponent, either on the mat or standing. Supporting 
points must be within the wrestling area. 
STALLING - When a contestant does not make an honest attempt to stay 
in the circle and wrestle aggressively. A penalty is preceded by only one 
warning. 
STALEMATE-A position other than a pinning situation in which neither 
wrestler can improve his position. 
SUPERIOR DECISION - Decision by 12 or more points. 
MAJOR DECISION - Decision by 8-11 points. 
SUPPORTING POINTS - Parts of the body touching the mat and bearing 
the wrestler's weight, other than those parts with which he holds his oppo-
nent. When on the mat, the usual points of support may be hands, feet, 
knees, side of the thigh, and buttocks. 
TAKEDOWN - From a neutral position, a contestant gains control and 
places his opponent's supporting points down on the mat and holds there 
beyond reaction time. Supporting points of either wrestler must be within the 
wrestling area. 
THREE-POINT NEAR FALL - When the near-fall criteria have been met 
uninterrupted for five full seconds. Only the wrestler with the advantage may 
score a near-fall. 
TIME ADVANTAGE - A wrestler who is in control is gaining advantage. 
At the end of the match, the referee subtracts the lesser time-advantage from 
the greater. If one wrestler has an advantage of a minute or more, he is 
awarded a maximum of one point. 
UNNECESSARY ROUGHNESS - Either before, during or following a 
match, intentional striking, gouging, kicking, hair pulling, butting, elbowing, 
biting or any intentional act which endangers life or limb. 
Individual Scoring 
TAKEDOWN .. .. . . . ... . . . ... . . . . ...... . . ..... . . . . . ..... . 2 Pts. 
ESCAPE . . . .. . ........ . ... . . .. .. . . .. ... . ..... ... . .. . .. . . 1 Pt. 
REVERSAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Pts. 
NEAR FALL 
Shoulders within 4" of mat or one shoulder on 
and the other at a 45 degree angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Pts. 
Above mentioned shoulder position held 
for 5 or more seconds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Pts. 
RIDING TIME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Pt. 
STALLING 
First Offense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Warning 
Second Offense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Pt. 
Third Offense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Pt. 
Fourth Offense . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Pts. 
Fifth Offense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Disqual. 
ILLEGAL HOLDS, TECHNICAL VIOLATIONS, ROUGHNESS 
First Offense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Warning 
Second Offense . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Pt. 
Third Offense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Pt. 
Fourth Offense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 2 Pts. 
Fifth Offense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Disqual. 
Team Scoring 
PIN OR FALL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 6 Pts. 
SUPERIOR DECISION - 12 or more points . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 Pts. 
MAJOR DECISION - 8 or more points to 12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 Pts. 
DECISION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Pts. 
DRAW . .. . . . . . . . .. .. ........ . .. . . . .... ... . . .. .. .... . .... 2 Pts. 
DEFAULT - FORFEIT- DISQUALIFICATION .... . .. ~ . .... 6 Pts. 
Miscellaneous Information 
MAT SIZE: The collegiate wrestling mat measures 40 feet square. It con-
sists of three circles, the smallest circle measures one meter across and is 
used for the start of the match. A larger circle measures 1-0 feet across and 
the largest circle, indicating the out of bounds mark is 34 feet across. 
NUMBER OF WEIGHT CLASSES - There are 10 weight classes in an 
intercollegiate wrestling meet. They are 118, 126, 134, 142, 150, 158, 167, 
177, 190 and heavyweight. 
TIME OF MATCH - A collegiate wrestling match is divided into three 
periods. The first period is three minutes in length while the last two are two 
minutes in length. 
STARTING POSITION - The first period opens with both wrestlers in a 
standing neutral position. The other two periods start with one wrestler down 
or in a defensive starting position while the other is up or in an offensive 
starting position. The choice of positions is determined by a coin flip. 
OVERTIME - Used in tournaments only, consists of three one minute 
periods with a one minute rest between the end of regulation time and the 
overtime period. If no winner is determined during the overtime periods, two 
judges and the referee, select the winner by ballot. 
UNSPORTSMANLIKE CONDUCT - When a wrestle is unnecessarily 
rough or abusive in his conduct, the referee can deduct one point from the 
team score for unsportsmanlike conduct. 
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University of Northern Iowa 
The University of Northern Iowa, located in Cedar Falls, was 
founded in 1876 as the Iowa State Normal School. From a single 
building on a 40-acre campus, the University has grown to include 
more than 40 major buildings, a 723-acre campus, 675 faculty 
members and 11,200 students. 
Northern Iowa emphasizes outstanding undergraduate educa-
tion, with complementary graduate programs at the master's, spe-
cialist's and doctoral levels. Building on its traditional strength in 
teacher education, Northern Iowa has developed other excellent 
programs in its School of Business, College of Humanities and Fine 
Arts, College of Natural Sciences and College of Social and Behav-
ioral Sciences. 
· Campus landmarks include the Campanile, the Education Cen-
ter, Strayer-Wood Theatre, Maucker University Union and the UNI-
Dome. Special academic resources include the 500,000-volume 
University Library, the Industrial Technology Center and the Com-
munications Arts Center. The campus, classrooms and residence 
halls are highly handicapped-accessible. 
Northern Iowa is the home of The North American Review, a 
quarterly journal of literature that has received two National Maga-
zine Awards in the fiction category. The University also operates 
KUNI-FM and KHKE-FM, whose 4,000-member "Friends" organi-
zation makes them two of the most popular public radio stations in 
the United States. 
Northern Iowa competes in men's and women's athletics at the 
NCAA Division I level. In addition to a traditionally strong wrestling 
program, the University is competitive in football (Mid-Continent 
Conference, Division IAA) and men's basketball (Association of Mid-
Continent Universities). In women's athletics the softball team has 
been especially successful, winning the AIAW Division II College 
World Series twice in recent years. 
Northern Iowa is a state-assisted university, part of the Iowa 
Regents system that also includes the University of Iowa and Iowa 
State University. The University's more than 40,000 alumni in the 
United States and other countries lend additional support through 
the UNI Foundation and other alumni programs. 
[ Panther Mat Aides 
The UNI Mat Aides is a volunteer organiza-
tion of women who help the Panther coaching 
staff maintain order among the growing 
demands of the program. The Mat Aides donate 
their time and efforts to assist in several different 
areas of the wrestling program. 
Each Mat Aide is scheduled to work in the 
wrestling office every couple weeks in addition to 
working at dual meets, tournaments and monthly 
meetings. Some of the responsibi lities include 
typing letters, answering the phone, keeping 
score, selling programs and compiling statistics. 
At tournaments, they work at registration, in the 
hospitality room, timing, scoring and helping with 
the tournament brackets. 
A big part of the Mat Aides program is just 
beginning when the competition is over and 
recru iting season begins. They fo llow high 
school prospects in the paper, type letters from 
the coaches and give tours of the campus. 
Row 1 (L-R) Cathy Kerulis, Angie Braman, Ann Troge, Sara Darrah, Lech Allman, Amy Morningstar. 
Row 2 Lisa Dennis, Suzy Jennings, Kris Meyers, Kari Hutcherson, Rhonda Knox, Shelly Neith, Patty 
Hammer, Karla Samuelson, Marty McWilliams, Michelle Brown. Missing - Kim Freeman, Jill Kratovil. 
In addition to their office work, the Mat Aides 
have several social activities. Each year the 
wrestlers and the Mat Aides have a golf tourna-
ment, Halloween Party, ice cream get-together 
along with several other events. In recent years, 
some members of the group have followed the 
Panthers on road trips including visits to the 
NCAA regionals and the Nationals. 
Leah Allman so'.· Accounting Warsaw, IN Cathy Kerulis Fr. Psychology Waverly, IA 
Angie Braman Fr. Accounting Winterset, IA Rhonda Knox Fr. Accounting S.E. Polk, IA 
Michelle Brown Fr. Accounting Peru, IA Jill Kratovil Jr. Interior Design Ft. Dodge, IA 
Sara Darrah Fr. Economics Urbandale, IA Marty McWilliams Jr. Public Relations Osage, IA 
Lisa Dennis Fr. Undecided Swisher, IA Kris Meyers So. Business Cedar Falls, IA 
Kim Freeman Fr. Elem. Educ. Bettendorf, IA Amy Morningstar So. Recreation Lisbon, IA 
Pattie Hammer Fr. Art Charles City, IA Shelly Neith So. Interior Design Waterloo, IA 
Kari Hutcherson So. Social Work Warsaw, IN Karla Samuelson Sr. Home Economics 'Tripoli, IA 
Suzy Jennings Fr . Business Clarinda, IA Ann Troge Jr. Math/Psychology Charles City, IA 
....._~~~~-'-'a_i_n_•_'~~~~---IJ ~ ~~~~M~a_n_a_g_•_rs~~~~----
Terry Noonan is starting his 
first year as trainer for the UNI 
Wrestling team. He joined the UNI 
staff in August after serving as 
head trainer for Columbus High 
School in Waterloo. A native of 
Dubuque, IA and a '7 4 graduate of 
Walhert High, he received his B.A. 
degree from Loras College. After 
Loras, he attended Eastern Ken-
tucky University and received his 
Masfers degree in Recreation in 
1979. The next two years were 
spent at UNI, where he earned his 
training certificate. He is a mem-
ber of the National Athletic Train-
ers Association and the Iowa Athletic Trainers Association. In 
addition to his background in athletic training, Noonan is also a 
member of the National Strength Coaches Association and will be 
working with UNI athletes in the future in a weight training program. 
Jerry Breitbach - Gary Whitmore 
Jerry Breitbach is entering his second year as a manager for the 
UNI wrestling team. A junior from Des Moines, he is a 1972 graduate 
of Dowling High School and a four year veteran of the U.S. Army. 
Married and the father of three, he is majoring in General Science 
Education with plans on teaching following graduation. 
Gary Whitmore is a freshman from Marshalltown. A 1981 grad, he 
is majoring in Lower Elementary Education. He serv~d two years as 
a student manager for the football team at Marshalltown High. He 
transferred to UNI this fall after attending Marshalltown Community 
College last year. 
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UNI M•dia Outl•ts 
NEWSPAPERS 
Waterloo Courier: Russ Smith, Exec. Sports Editor 
Press Releases, Media Guides, Features, Photos 
West Park & Commercial, Waterloo, IA 50701 
(319) 291-1466 WATIS 1-800-772-1730 
Cedar Falls Sun: Greg Sieleman, Sports Editor 
Press Releases, Media Guides, Features, Photos 
111 Main St., Cedar Falls, IA 50613 
(319) 277-4515 
Des Moines Register: Mike Wegner, Sports Editor 
Press Releases, Media Guides, Features, Photos 
P.O. Box 957, Des Moines, IA 50304 
(515) 284-8124 IA WATIS 1-800-532-1455 
Out-of-State WATIS 1-800-247-5346 
Cedar Rapids Gazette: Mike Chapman, Sports Editor 
Press Releases, Media Guides, Features, Photos 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52406 
(319) 398-8257 
Quad City Times: Sports Editor 
Press Releases, Media Guides, Features, Photos 
Davenport, IA 52801 
(319) 383-2220 
Northern Iowan: Dave Hillgartner, Sports Editor 
Press Releases, Media Guides, Features, Photos 
UNI , Cedar Falls, IA 50614 
(319) 273-2157 
WIRE SERVICES 
Associated Press: Chuck Schoffner, Sports Editor 
Press Releases, Media Guides, Features, Photos 
P.O. Box 1741 , Des Moines, IA 50306 
(515) 243-3281 WATIS 1-800-362-2580 
United Press International: Sports Editor 
Press Releases, Media Guides, Photos 
61 Locust, Central National Bank Bldg., Des Moines, IA 50309 
(515) 244-5185 WATIS 1-800-362-2337 
RADIO STATIONS 
KCFl-AM: Kelly Neff, Sports Director 
Press Releases, Media Guides 
Cedar Falls, IA 5Q613 (319) 266-6709 
KWLO-AM: Don Ross, Sports Director 
Press Releases, Media Guides 
P.O. Box 1330, Waterloo, IA 50703 
(319) 234-2200 WATIS 1-800-772-2907 
WMT-AM: Ron Gonder, Sports Director 
Press Releases, Media Guides 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52406 (319) 395-0533 
TELEVISION 
KWWL-TV: Bob Hogue, Sports Director 
Press Releases, Media Guides, Color Slides 
KWWL Building, Waterloo, IA 50703 
(319) 291-1200 WATIS 1-800-772-2035 
KCRG-TV: John Campbell , Sports Director 
Press Releases, Media Guides, Color Slides 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52406 
(319) 398-8391 WATIS 1-800-332-5443 
KGAN-TV: Howard James, Sports Director 
Press Releases, Media Guides, Color Slides 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52406 
(319) 395-6000 WATIS 1-800-332-5250 
Iowa Public Television: Doug Brooker, Sports Director 
Press Releases, Media Guides, Color Slides 
P.O. Box 1768, Des Moines, IA 50306 
(515) 281 -4500 
UNI Athl•tic Staff 
Administration 
Athletic Director ........... . 
Asso. Athletic Director . .... . 
Asso. Athletic Director ..... . 
Asst. Athletic Director ...... . 
Asst. Athletic Director ...... . 
Business Manager ........ . 
Director of Marketing ...... . 
Ticket Manager ........... . 
Sports Information 
To Be Named . .. . . . 
John Jermier ...... . 
Sandra Williamson . . 
Robert Bowlsby ... . 
Chuck Patten ..... . 
Ann Hill .......... . 
Jim Husbands .. . .. . 









Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nancy Justis . . . . . . . 273-6354 
Assistant. . .. . ... . ... ... ... To Be Named . . . . . . 273-3642 
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Sports Medicine 
Head Trainer ............. . 
Wrestling Trainer ......... . 
Wrestling Staff 
Head Coach .............. . 
Assistant . ...... .......... . 
Assistant ........ . .... . . . . . 
C. David Burton .... 
Terry Noonan 
Don Briggs ... . ... . 
Jim Miller ......... . 






Row 1 (L-R) Terry Noonan, Trainer; Larry Shaffer, Jerry Kellogg, Bruce Cox, Jeff Castro, Steve Sieren, Dave Morkel, Ron Hutcherson, Brian Waddell, Bob 
Hallman, Pat Pickford, Joe Gribben, Marty Anderson,· Mike Schwab, Perry Summitt, Randy Majors, GA. 
Row 2 Jerry Breitbach, Mgr; Doug Stumberg, Kurt Shedenhelm, Chad Grieves, Lew Sondgeroth, Dan Kelly, Leon Montgomery, Paul Cocco, Dave Grant, 
Scott Morningstar, Keith Carman, Jay Llewellyn, Dan Huff, Jeff Clutter, Rick Ruebel, Keith Mourlam, Asst. Coach. 
Row 3 Larry Luttrell, GA; Shawn Hall, GA; Gary Whitmore, Mgr; John Bellig, Keith Massey, Todd Deutsch, Dennis DeBolt, Dave Crees, Dave Bossard, 
Randy Young, Dion Cobb, Randy Thompson, Scott Leonard, Jeff Weatherman, Mike Llewellyn, Charles Johnson, Jeff Enrietto, Jim Miller, Asst. Coach; Don 
Briggs Head Coach. 
